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Abstract
With the development of internet technologies, mobile devices, and social media plat-
forms, billions of short texts, usually in the form of search queries, news titles, social
media posts, questions etc., are generated by the internet users every day. Cluster-
ing analysis provides an e↵ective way to organize the chaotic text corpus into logical
structures that facilitates exploration, search, and interpretation of the data. Di↵er-
ent from the regular-length texts (e.g., a full article), short texts comprise limited
words, informal expression and implicit contexts. Thus, the general text clustering
methods (e.g., using vector space model (VSM) for short text representation) are not
as e↵ective for short text corpus as for regular texts. Existing methods for short text
clustering have three limitations. Firstly, they generally use external knowledge as a
complement of short texts to enrich representation and improve similarity measure-
ment. However, the structural coherence between the external source corpora and the
target short text datasets cannot be taken for granted. Furthermore, the adoption
of general clustering methods, including K-Means, is not e cient for massive data
processing. Meanwhile, short texts are continuously generated with high speed and
texts in the data streams are dynamically changing, but existing short text cluster-
ing methods cannot perform well in capturing the dynamics and processing the big
stream short text data.
This thesis aims to address the above limitations and provides a systematic frame-
work of novel methods for e↵ectively identifying core terms (i.e., great-weight biterms
and topic representative term groups) in short text corpus. The framework includes
three novel methods that help to e↵ectively measure similarity of two short texts,
xv
e ciently group short texts, and dynamically cluster short text streams.
We propose a novel context-aware weighted Biterm method for short text Distance
Measurement (BDM) to calculate the di↵erence of two short texts using global/corpus-
level contexts. The biterms (i.e., word pairs) with higher weights are more important
to determine the di↵erence between short texts. In BDM, we adopt a biterm topic
model which exploits corpus-wide word co-occurrence patterns to compute the global
weight of biterms. For di↵erent short texts (i.e., with di↵erent contexts), we extract
biterms and compute the local importance of biterms based on their corpus-wide
global weights. Then, a short text can be represented by a bag of weighted biterms
and the biterms in di↵erent contexts may have di↵erent weights. Finally, the distance
between two short texts is computed based on the weighted biterms.
We provide a novel Topic Representative Term Discovery (TRTD) method for
clustering massive short text. We note that short texts about the same topic of-
ten share some common terms, which can e↵ectively represent a topic (or a cluster
of short texts), and we call them topic representative terms. Taking advantage of
the topic representative terms, it is much easier to cluster short texts into the most
similar topic representative term groups. In our TRTD method, we discover groups
of closely bounded topic representative terms by exploiting the closeness and sig-
nificance of terms. The closeness of the topic representative terms is measured by
their interdependent co-occurrence relations and the significance is measured by their
corpus-wide term occurrences.
We propose a novel Evolutionary Word relation Network for clustering short text
Streams (EWNStream) method. In EWNStream, the word relation network is con-
structed using the aggregated word co-occurrence patterns from a batch of short texts
in the stream to overcome the sparsity problem of short texts at document-level. To
cope with the temporal dynamics of data in the stream, the word relation network
is incrementally updated by the new arriving batches of data. The change of word
relation network indicates the evolution of underlying clusters in the stream. Based
on the evolutionary word relation network, we exploit our previously proposed TRTD
xvi
method to extract the representative terms for the underlying short text clusters. The
keyword groups are used as cluster centers to group the short text streams.
Theoretical analysis and experimental results based on real-world short text datasets
demonstrate the e↵ectiveness of the three proposed methods.




With the exponentially increasing of short texts on the internet, clustering analysis
of short text data becomes critical in many applications, such as information re-
trieval, event detection, and news summarization. This thesis provides a systematic
framework with three novel methods for short text clustering, including the simi-
larity measurement between two short texts, grouping strategies for short texts and
incrementally handling for short text streams. In this chapter, we introduce the im-
portance and motivation of short text clustering in Section 1.1, present the challenges
of short text clustering in Section 1.2, formulate the research questions in Section 1.3
and outline the thesis structure in Section 1.4.
1.1 Motivation
In recent years, the rapid development of Web 2.0 technologies and the increasingly
powerful of mobile devices have greatly facilitated users to query information, com-
municate with friends and post their ideas. Among the user generated contents, short
text documents have become an important part and can be found in various appli-
cations [1], such as social media posts, search queries, products reviews, and image
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captions. For example, many social media platforms allow users to post short text
messages: Twitter limits the length of each tweet to 140 characters; Instagram limits
the length for each caption to 2,200 characters [2]. Currently, a large number of short
texts are generated from users each day and the short texts could represent di↵erent
aspects of people’s everyday life. For instance, 500 million of tweets are generated on
Twitter1 every day. The well-known online community for computer programmers,
StackOverflow, has around 18 million questions in total with approximately 6,300
new questions generated every day. Furthermore, a significant number of comments
about consumer products and services are generated on the e-commercial websites,
such as eBay and Amazon.
With the large scale of short text corpus available on the internet, it has practical
significance to extract useful knowledge from such data using data mining techniques
[3–9]. Among all of the data mining techniques, clustering methods show promising
capabilities to automatically identify useful patterns from a large disordered short
text corpus [10–16]. Clustering methods focus on discovering similarity patterns
from the corpus data, which can automatically discover the similar short text groups
and form documents into semantic and logical structures. Compared to other data
mining techniques, such as the supervised methods [17–20], the clustering methods
[21] show great adaptability to extract knowledge from text data without the need
for intervention of human. Therefore, clustering methods are identified as adequate
in extracting structural knowledge from the text corpus. In this thesis, we mainly




Grouping similar short texts into clusters (or topics) has many practical appli-
cations. For example, online advertising on social media platforms can recommend
products or services according to the users’ preferences when current trends and in-
terests of users can be extracted by clustering their micro blog posts. [22]. Another
example is for online Q&A platforms such as StackOverflow, where users can ask
questions about programming issues [23]. Clustering techniques can group similar
topics together and help users to find the related answers more e ciently. Also, clus-
tering techniques are important to help government, companies and organizations to
monitor the social events, trends and interests by finding di↵erent topics from the
user-generated contents [24–26].
However, di↵erent from regular-length documents, clustering short texts faces new
challenges. Firstly, short text documents have limited text length and are usually
generated by users in a casual way for quickly posting. Hence, this type of corpus is
sparse, noisy, ambiguous and contains limited contexts [27–30]. Taking Twitter as an
example, it has the limitation of 140 characters for each tweet and the Twitter users
often post instant texts with buzz words or abbreviations. In other words, the Twitter
users tend to use simple and informal words to express their ideas. For instance,
many Twitter users would type “4you” instead of “for you” when post tweets in
their account. Users may also use new abbreviation and acronyms for simplification.
Messages like “Good 9t”, “How r u”, are very common in social networks. In addition,
the search queries and online questions do not follow the syntax of the formal written
texts.
The limited length, noise content and implicit contexts of short text documents











Figure 1.1: Di↵erent steps and routes for text data clustering.
clustering methods to the short text datasets is problematic. For instance, when
exploiting the classical K-Means [14] method to group short text data , the accuracy
is worse than applying K-Means to regular-length documents [30]. One reason is that
general clustering methods like K-Means [14] and DBSCAN [31] rely on the accurate
similarity or distance measurement methods between data objects. But using the
general similarity or distance methods for short texts, such as TF-IDF vectors [32],
leads to high dimensional and sparse feature vectors, which are less discriminative for
distance measurement [33].
The processes of text data clustering generally have three components: data repre-
sentation [34], similarity/distance measurement, and cluster forming models [11, 35].
Figure 1.1 shows the components and routes for text data clustering. For example,
one route adopted by some methods of text clustering is 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 6. Other
methods avoid both representing short texts in step 1 and similarity/distance mea-
surement in step 4, and directly designing grouping strategies for short texts with
route 5 ! 6. In the past few years, researchers have proposed a number of methods
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to improve the performance of short text clustering in the above di↵erent steps. Some
propose new distance measurement or new data representation methods to improve
the performance when using K-Means [14] for short text clustering. Those methods
can be categorized as short texts representation learning [30,36–39] and text distance
metric designing [40–42]. To overcome the sparseness and shortness in short text cor-
pus, those methods generally leverage external knowledge as a complement to enrich
the contextual information for the short texts. Others focus on designing new cluster
forming strategies for short texts and do not compute the pairwise distance between
the text data objects [28, 29,43–46].
1.2 Challenges
As mentioned before, short texts comprise limited words, informal expression and
implicit contexts; the data size of short text corpus is inconveniently large; the content
of short texts changes dynamically. These attributes of short text data challenge the
clustering of short texts as we summarized below.
1.2.1 The sparseness of short texts
Short text data are short, noisy, ambiguous and lack of contexts, which cause di -
culties for applying traditional representation and similarity measurement methods
to clustering task. Most of the short texts do not follow the formal syntax as reg-
ular texts. For example, the search queries may only contain several keywords and
show insu cient contextual information. Moreover, short texts from social media are
casually organized and informally written.
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1.2.2 The large data size of short text corpus
Basic techniques of short text clustering include representation for data objects and
pairwise distance measurement to form clusters (e.g., K-Means). The short text
corpus comprises a huge number of documents in general. Millions of posts and
documents are generated on Twitter. It is time-consuming to measure the distance
between any two short text documents for a big corpus. Thus, general clustering
methods (e.g., K-Means) is not practical in processing short text corpus.
1.2.3 The dynamic nature of short texts
Short texts are generally related to real-world events, products, and daily activities,
which show temporal attributes. For example, the short texts from social media
are updated by users when new events appear in the world, such as sport matches,
political policies, disasters, etc. The dynamic nature of short texts challenges the
clustering task. In order to handle the temporal evolution of content and the potential
unbounded data size in short text streams, clustering methods that can process the
streaming text data are needed. However, identifying the content drift in short text
streams to naturally find new clusters is di cult as no prior knowledge is provided.
Meanwhile, the limited hardware resources also cause di culties in processing the
potentially unbounded stream data.
To address the above challenges, this thesis aims to achieve a breakthrough in
short texts clustering by identifying the core terms or core term groups of short text
corpus to enable its e↵ective ability in real word applications.
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1.3 Research questions
As presented in the previous section, clustering for short texts faces three critical
challenges. Current methods for short texts clustering still show limitations which
hinder the development for applying short texts clustering into real word applications.
In this section, we list our research questions to define the current dilemma.
1.3.1 How to measure short text similarity by enriching the
context using only corpus-wide information?
Currently, most of the the existing work adopts external knowledge-base to enrich
short texts for representation or distance measurement. However, it may be harmful.
A real world event may be described by di↵erent users using di↵erent texts. Firstly,
di↵erent users may have various perspectives on the same observation of an event.
Secondly, even for the same user, the progress of the event might be updated dynam-
ically. So the static external knowledge-base cannot capture the instant information
from short texts. Moreover, the instant short texts show bursty features that can
generally promote terms become temporally related to each other, even they are not
semantically similar. As the external knowledge-bases are hard to relate semanti-
cally di↵erent terms to each other, exploiting external knowledge-based may ruin the
intrinsic relations between terms in the short text corpus.
We use Fig. 1.2 to explain the disadvantages of using external knowledge-base
for short text distance computing. Fig.1.2a reflects three terms’ frequency variation
during a period of time. The three terms ‘‘Black’’, ‘‘Friday’’,‘‘Thanksgiving’’
show similar temporal patterns. Their term frequency reaches the highest value on the
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same date. The reason behind the phenomenon is that the three terms ‘‘Black’’,
‘‘Friday’’,‘‘Thanksgiving’’ are about the online shopping event “Black Friday”
around the “Thanksgiving” festival, which is widely discussed and reported at the
same time. However, if we exploit the general external knowledge, such as word
embedding trained on large corpus, to enrich the feature for short texts, we may find
that the three terms ‘‘Black’’, ‘‘Friday’’, and ‘‘Thanksgiving’’ are not closely
related to each other. Fig. 1.2b shows the similarity of the words. Therefore, it is
necessary to capture the temporal dynamic term relations from the target short text



































(b) Word relation illustration based on large scale of textual dataset trained by word
embedding techniques.
Figure 1.2: The word relation based on the internal word co-occurrence and external
knowledge base.
1.3.2 How to discover critical terms as virtual center to e↵ec-
tively form a large short text corpus for into clusters?
Applying general clustering methods such as K-Means [14] involves multiple rounds of
pairwise distance measurement between data objects. Most of the existing methods
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focus on representation learning for short text documents and apply general cluster-
ing methods for clustering task. However, the general clustering methods are time
consuming. Therefore, we need to reconsider the clustering task for short text data.
One of the solutions is to find the virtual centers for each cluster and group short
text data into di↵erent centers.
Technically, the existing methods rely on finding virtual centroids to avoid the
pairwise distance computing for clustering short text documents. The virtual centers
could be single terms or word communities. The short text documents are grouped
based on the similarity between virtual centers and short texts. The virtual centers
should accurately represent the most important topics of short text clusters. However,
the current methods for discovering the virtual centers face topic term insu cient or
noise problems. As a result, the virtual centers is not accurate to represent short text
clusters. Therefore, discovering the accurate virtual centers is critical and deserve
more research e↵orts.
1.3.3 How to incrementally process short text streams?
In the real world, people are also interested in the evolution of topics (i.e., clusters)
buried in the short text corpus for a period of time. To achieve this purpose, we
need to cluster the short texts in a dynamic way. But dynamic short text clustering
faces the challenges of sparseness, lack of contexts and the continuously changing of
content in the short text streams.
Technically, clustering stream short texts is a complex problem. It needs to over-
come challenges brought by the intrinsic attributes of short texts and handle the
evolution of topics in short text stream. Current short text clustering methods,
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which use using simple vector space model for similarity measurement between short
texts for cluster forming, or use probabilistic model to infer dynamic latent cluster
distributions for cluster extraction, have some drawbacks in accuracy and e ciency
due to a bulk processing . Therefore, we need to develop incremental and scalable
clustering methods for short text streams clustering methods.
1.4 Thesis outline
This thesis is structured to address the three research issues: short text distance
measurement, short text grouping strategy and short text streams clustering, the
content of each chapter is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 introduces the preliminary knowledge and basic concepts adopted in
this thesis, including bag-of-words (BOW) models, vector space models (VSM),
topic models, text similarity/distance measurement, etc. Meanwhile, we present
a comprehensive survey on the technical development of short text clustering,
covering di↵erent steps of the clustering process: short text representation,
similarity measurement and cluster forming methods.
• Chapter 3 proposes a novel context-aware weighted Biterm method for short
text Distance Measurement (BDM), which extends WPDM [47]. This chapter
specifically investigates how to accurately measure the distance between two
short texts using only the self-contained information in short text corpus. The
method overcomes the sparsity of word co-occurrence patterns at a document-
level by explicitly aggregating the corpus-level word co-occurrence relations.
Then, the importance of di↵erent biterms in a short text is computed. The
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biterms with larger weights are regarded as important biterms and contribute
more for the distance measurement between short texts.
• Chapter 4 proposes a novel Topic Representative Terms Discovery (TRTD)
method [48] for short text clustering that addresses the accuracy and complex-
ity issues in existing methods. This chapter focuses on finding core terms (i.e.,
groups) of topic representative terms as virtual cluster centers for short text
clustering. The proposed TRTD includes three main steps: (1) constructing a
node-weighted and edge-weighted word graph, (2) extracting topic representa-
tive term groups, and (3) grouping short texts into clusters.
• Chapter 5 proposes a novel Evolutionary Word relation Network for cluster-
ing short text Streams (EWNStream) method [49]. This chapter utilizes the
evolution of core terms for incrementally stream short text clustering. With
the consideration of evolutionary word relation network and the dynamic key-
word group discovery, this chapter develops an e cient and accurate core term
based method. Compared with the traditional methods, the proposed method
significantly reduces the running time to process large scale short text streams.





In this chapter, we introduce the preliminary knowledge for text analysis in Section 2.1
and present the current development of short text clustering methods, including short
text similarity/distance measurement in Section 2.2, short text grouping strategies in
Section 2.3 and dynamically clustering short text streams in Section 2.4.
2.1 Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce general text analysis techniques in five aspects: the
bag-of-words model in Section 2.1.1, the vector space model for text representation
in Section 2.1.2, the latent feature mining for text representation in Section 2.1.3,
similarity/distance metrics in Section 2.1.4 and typical clustering methods in Section
2.1.5.
2.1.1 The bag-of-words model
The bag-of-words (BOW) model [50,51] is to simplify text data processing by treating
text documents as collections of words. The di culties for text processing lie in the
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facts that the syntactic and semantic information of text data are hard to be quan-
tized. The lengths of texts are not the same, but machine learning algorithms require
well defined fixed-length inputs. For instance, in text classification and clustering, the
related algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM) [17] and K-Means [14] need
the input of data to be the same fixed-length. However, texts or documents always
contain di↵erent numbers of words, which are permuted in millions and thousands of
ways to express various semantic and syntactic meanings. It is di cult to fully model
all the factors of text data. Therefore, existing text analysis methods often represent
text by simplifying the text structures. BOW is used to represent text data, which
takes a text document as a bag of words, i.e., disregarding its grammar and word
order.
Fig. 2.1 shows an example of BOW for representing two documents. In the
practical processing of BOW, the stop words, such as ’is’ and ’a’, have been removed
to emphasize the importance of other words. In Fig. 2.1, each document is represented
by a fixed-length vector. The length of the vector depends on the valid dictionary
size of the corpus. The value of each dimension in the vector corresponds to the term
frequency in the document. BOW is able to simplify the text representation, but it
may not be capable to di↵erentiate two documents that have the same bag of words
but in di↵erent order. BOW helps to count the frequencies of terms for weighting and
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of bag of words model with two documents, the text data are
represented as binary vectors.
2.1.2 The vector space model for text representation
After simplifying text data by BOW, the vector space model (VSM) [32] formally
defines the representation of documents using di↵erent term weighting systems. The
vector space model or term vector model is an algebraic model for representing text
documents as vectors of term weights. The VSM representation of documents is based
on the term occurrences in the document. Using di↵erent term weighting methods,
a document with raw terms can be mapped into the high-dimensional term feature
space. The purpose of using VSM is to evaluate the di↵erence/distance/similarity
between text documents. The term weighting methods are used to measure the im-
portance of terms in documents. The appropriate weights for terms can improve the
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performance of text analysis. In order to evaluate the di↵erence of terms in a docu-
ment or corpus, various term weighting schemes have been designed [52]. Generally,
the popular term weighting methods can be classified as local or global term weighting
schemes [53]. The local term weight is computed from the term frequencies within
the documents (see Table 2.1), while the global term weight is computed from the
whole corpus (see Table 2.3).
Table 2.1: Local term weighting schemes.
# Local weights Formulation Description





1, if tf > 0
0, otherwise
Indicating the appearance of term
3 atf k + (1   k) tfmaxt(tf) maxt(tf) indicates the highest term frequency.







averdl indicates the mean number of terms in all the documents [54].
Table 2.2: Applied notations for global term weighting schemes.
Notation Description
a Number of training documents in category one that including term ti.
b Number of training documents in category one that excluding term ti.
c Number of training documents in category two that including term ti.
d Number of training documents in category two that excluding term ti.
N Number of documents in the corpus, N = a+ b+ c+ d.
N+, N  N+ indicates number of training documents in category one. N  indicates number of training
documents in category two. N+ = a+ b, N  = c+ d.
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Table 2.3: Global term weighting schemes.
# Global weights Formulation Description
1 idf log2
N































In Table 2.1, we list 5 commonly adopted local weighting schemes. In Table
2.3, we list 6 representative global term weighting schemes. Detailed description
about term weighting schemes can be found in [53]. All the local term weighting
methods rely on the term frequency but with di↵erent focuses. For example, the
most popular and notable metric: term frequency(tf), counts the number of term
occurrences in a document, which indicates the more frequently appeared terms are
more important. However, the simplest binary representation, term presence (tp),
ignores the occurrences of the term in the document, which is useful for di↵erent
applications. Table 2.3 presents several representative global term weighting schemes.
Table 2.2 describes the notations used in Table 2.3. In contrast to the local term
weighting methods, the global term weighting methods measure the importance of a
term in the whole text corpus. For example, the popular inverse document frequency
(IDF) measures the term weights according to the number of di↵erent documents
that the term appears. There are many variant methods of IDF. The common idea
behind those schemes is that a term occurs rarely in documents is more important.
The vector space model is the basic text representation method, which converts the
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frequency of terms into numerical vector. It is straightforward and easy to configure,
but VSM shows the drawbacks, such as high dimensionality and sparsity. When
processing the short text data, the disadvantages of VSM become especially serious.
What is more, the global term weighting is computed by accessing all documents, it
may become impractical when processing text streams as the data arrive sequentially,
which can not be processed at one shot. Therefore, there are some other methods, such
as topic models [55] and artificial neural networks [56] for text data representation
learning.
2.1.3 The latent feature mining for text representation
2.1.3.1 The topic models
Topic models [28, 38, 57] are a type of probabilistic methods for modeling the gener-
ation of text data. It has been broadly used to extract knowledge from corpus and
to represent documents with topic distributions to overcome the high-dimensional
problem of using vector space model (VSM).
One of the famous topic model is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [55]. LDA
assumes that documents are generated by a number of latent topics. The topic is
defined as a distribution over a fixed vocabulary. LDA is a generative model for
documents that models the generation processes of text. The processes of LDA to
generate text data comprise two steps:
1. Sampling a multinomial distribution over topics for a document from Dirichlet
distribution Dir(↵).
2. For each word in the document.
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(a) Sampling a topic from the multinomial distribution over topics in step 1.
(b) Sampling a word from the corresponding multinomial distribution over the
vocabulary.
The parameters of LDA are inferred by probabilistic sampling methods. After the
sampling processes have reached to a pre-defined number of iterations, the posterior
distributions of ✓ can be computed, which are used as latent semantic representations
for documents. Fig 2.2 shows the graphical structures of LDA. Each node in Fig
2.2 represents a random variable. There are two kinds of variables in the graphical
model: observed and hidden variables. The hidden nodes are the topic proportions
 z, the topic assignments Z and topics ✓, which are denoted as unshaded nodes. The
observed variable is the words from documents, which are marked with shadow. The








Figure 2.2: The graphical model illustration for latent dirichlet allocation (LDA).
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2.1.3.2 The matrix factorization
Factorizing the term-document matrix to get the latent features for document repre-
sentation has been commonly used as a way for dimension reduction of vector space
model. When using VSM, documents are represented as n-dimensional vectors where
n is the dictionary size. The value of each dimension is the local or global term
weighting. Hence, the term-document matrix can be consisted by the vector space
model of each document. When using VSM to represent documents, it leads to high
dimensional vectors, which may lead to inaccuracy problems for many machine learn-
ing tasks. Therefore, in [58,59], the dimensional of VSM is reduced by factorizing the
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Figure 2.3: Matrix factorization of the latent semantic indexing .
Latent semantic indexing (LSI) [58] is one of the famous matrix factorization
methods for document processing. Fig. 2.3 shows the matrix factorization compo-
nents of LSI. The term-document matrix A is constructed from the target corpus
and then singular value decomposition (SVD) is used to factorize the matrix into
three matrix: U ,
P
and V T , which can be used to represent the document latent
features and the term latent features. Another famous method of this type is the
non-negative matrix factorization (NMI) [59, 60]. Compared with LSI, NMI requires
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that the matrix contains non-negative elements.




























Figure 2.4: The architecture of a neuron.
Inputs Hidden neuron layer Output neuron layer
Figure 2.5: The architecture of a neural network.
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In recent years, the development of deep learning techniques have become promising to
automatically extract the latent features from raw data [34]. A deep learning model
is generally composed of several layers of neural networks. Each layer is consisted
with multiple basic signal processing units: neurons. The basic structure of neuron
is shown in Fig. 2.4. An example of neural network structure with multi neurons
is shown in Fig. 2.5. A neuron can receive the input of signal and then output the
signal according to the neuron’s learning strategies. Di↵erent layers of neurons are
connected to each other to process raw data gradually. The artificial neuron network
works like the human beings’ brain to process the input based on the large scale
of basic units. Currently, the representative architectures of deep neural network
models include deep belief networks (DBN), convolutional neural network (CNN)
and recurrent neural networks (RNN), which have been widely applied to computer
vision, speech recognition, natural language processing, and etc.
2.1.3.4 The word embeddings
The word embedding is a kind of neural network representation learning technique
which can capture the semantic and syntactic similarity for words [61]. The word
embedding provides words with latent feature vectors to preserve its semantic and
syntactic information. It is capable of capturing the semantic and syntactic similar-
ity between words. The e↵ectiveness of word representations relies on the implicit
relations of words in the corpus. Currently, there are two popular word embedding
learning methods: Word2Vec [61] and Glove [62]. To train the word embedding for
each term, a large amount of text corpus is required. For example, the publicly avail-
able tool word2vec, which is provided by Google company, has been trained by billions
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of news articles 1.
2.1.4 The similarity/distance metrics
The similarity/distance measurement is an important step in a clustering process.
Accurate similarity/distance measurement between data objects directly influences
the clustering result. Generally, the similarity/distance metrics are calculated through
the vector representation of the data objects. Here, we introduce two commonly
adopted similarity/distance metrics for text data. More details on this topic can be
found in [63].
2.1.4.1 The euclidean distance
The Euclidean distance is one of the commonly adopted distance metrics in many
areas. It is the geometrical straight-line distance between two points in the Euclidean
space. The Euclidean distance is also widely used in di↵erent clustering methods.
For example,K-means algorithm adopts the Euclidean distance as the default met-
rics. When considering the Euclidean distance between two text documents, we first
represent the documents as vector representations. Give document di and dj, their




tj . The Euclidean distance of the two












where the vector length is m. The representation for the text documents can be a




2.1.4.2 The cosine distance
Another commonly adopted distance measurement is the cosine distance [64], which
calculates the similarity as the cosine value of the angle between two feature vectors
in the high dimensional feature space. In contrast to the Euclidean distance which
directly measures the geographical distance between two data points, the cosine dis-
tance measures the correlation of the corresponding features in the two vectors. If
two vectors are identical, then the angle between them is 0o and their cosine similarity
is 1. If two vectors have no correlation to each other, then the angle between two
vectors is 900 and their cosine similarity is 0. In this case, the two vectors shows
orthogonality and decorrelation. The cosine similarity is particularly used in positive

























denotes the inner product of the two vector ti and tj.
2.1.5 The general clustering methods
After the text documents have been properly represented and the similarity or dis-
tance between text documents has been computed, clustering methods can be used
to partition the text documents into di↵erent groups (see in Fig. 1.1 with routes
1 ! 2 ! 3), where the text data in the same group are more similar than the text
data in the other groups. In general, the clustering methods can be roughly classified
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in three di↵erent types: partition based, density based and hierarchical based. For
text clustering, the text representation is assumed to be properly defined for the clus-
tering methods. Here we briefly introduce several classic methods in each categories,
more details about the clustering methods can be find in [65].
2.1.5.1 The partition based clustering methods
The partition based clustering methods divide data into several subsets, each subset
represents one cluster. The intra-class data objects are more similar than the inter-
class data objects. To find the clusters, a partitional clustering methods optimize a
certain objective function which defines the optimal partition purpose. One of the
famous partitional clustering methods is K-Means [14,66], which exploits an iterative
partition and updating strategy to find the best partition solution. For a given set of
data objects {X1, X2, · · · , Xn}, where each data object is a d-dimensional real vector,
K-Means aims to partition the dataset into k (k << n) sets, S = {S1, S2, · · · , Sk}, to
minimize the intra-class sum of square distances. The objective function for K-Means









where µi is the centroid of the partition, Si. To achieve the minimal sum of
intra cluster distances, the centroid of each partition is updated iteratively and the
data objects choose the nearest center to form new clusters. The initial centroids
for the k clusters are randomly chosen from the data objects. The iterative process
converges when the cluster membership for each data object does not change, or when
a pre-defined iteration number is reached.
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K-Medoids [67] is another partitional clustering method and it is quite similar to
K-Means. The di↵erence between K-Medoids and K-Means is that the center of a
cluster in K-Medoids is a real data object. However, K-means needs to compute the
mean vector for the data objects within a cluster. Therefore, K-Means only works on
the Euclidean feature space. K-Means++ [68] improves K-Means with randomized
seeding techniques and achieves better complexity and accuracy. There are other
types of partitional clustering methods, such as Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [69].
GMM assumes that there are k number of multivariate Gaussian distributions to
generate the data objects for the data object feature space. Through the expectation
maximization (EM) optimization, the parameters of di↵erent Gaussian distributions
can be estimated. The cluster membership for a data object is the index from one of
the k number of Gaussian distributions that has the maximum probability to generate
the data object.
2.1.5.2 The density based clustering methods
The density based clustering methods find clusters based on the spatial density of
the data objects. The idea for partitioning a dataset is to find data objects which
form dense areas in the Euclidean space. A cluster is defined as a connected dense
component, which grows in any directions for ensuring the increase of the density.
Compared with the partition based clustering methods, one advantage of the density-
based algorithms is that they can discover clusters with natural shapes. Also, this
kind of methods can naturally detect the outliers in the dataset. Fig. 2.6 shows the
di↵erence between the two types of clustering methods.
One of the representative methods for this type is DBSCAN [31]. It uses two
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DBSCAN K-Means
Figure 2.6: Density based clustering methods could find the natural shape of a group,
but the partition based methods can only find clusters with spherical shape.
parameters ✏ and Minpts to define the following rules:
• A neighborhood of a data object x is denoted by (N(x) = y 2 X|d(x, y) < ✏).
• A core data object (a data object which has more than MinPts neighbors in
its neighborhood).
• The density-reachable data objects indicate that two data objects, x and y, can
be reached to each other through an arbitrary number of core data objects.
2.1.5.3 The hierarchical based clustering methods
The hierarchical based clustering methods iteratively merge or divide the datasets into
di↵erent groups. Normally, the hierarchical clustering constructs a tree of clusters,
which is known as dendrogram. The hierarchical clustering methods can be classified
into two categories: agglomerative (bottom-up) and divisive (top-down) [67]. The
agglomerative clustering treats each data object as the initial single element clus-
ter and recursively merges two or more clusters according to the minimum distance
between those initial clusters. The divisive clustering starts with one cluster of all
the data objects and recursively splits the appropriate clusters into smaller ones. The
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merging or splitting operation stops when the expected number of clusters is achieved.
The hierarchical clustering needs to determine the distance between two sets of data
objects. The distance metrics between two data objects are also important. The
divisive clustering uses the faster heuristics to choose splits, such as K-Means. For
the agglomerative clustering, the linkage criterion needs to be specified to evaluate
the distance between sets of data objects. There are three ways to link two sets of
data objects, A and B.
• A complete linkage, where the distance between A and B is max{d(a, b) : a 2
A, b 2 B}.
• A single linkage, where the distance between A and B ismin{d(a, b) : a 2 A, b 2
B}
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representation
Figure 2.7: The framework of short text clustering based on distance measurement.
In this section, we conduct a review for existing short text clustering methods that
using new distance measurements for short texts. Figure 2.7 shows the framework
of short text clustering using distance measurements. There are two types of dis-
tance measurement methods: (1) representing short text with numerical vectors; (2)
directly measuring using term matching. The first type focuses on learning e↵ective
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representations for short texts and using traditional distance metrics. The second
type focuses on designing new measurements between short texts. In the following,
we review the key techniques of two types of short text distance measurements.
Table 2.4: The comparison of representation based methods.
Method/Work External knowledge-
base
Technique summary Representation Clustering
method
Banerjee et al. [37] One day snapshot of
Wikimedia article
enriching the feed item text with the most
related article tiles from Wikimedia
TF vector CLUTO
Wang et al. [70] Wordnet Find synonyms terms for the keywords in
each short text as background knowledge.
TF-IDF vector K-Means
DLDA [38] Regular sized docu-
ments
Transfering the topic knowledge from long
documents to short documents
Latent topic vector K-Means
STC2 [30] Word Embedding Using word embedding and CNN for repre-
sentation learning.
Hidden neuron layer K-Means
Tang et al. [71] Multi language cor-
pora





Quan et al. [36] Nil Exploiting LDA to learn latent topics to










CA-RNN [39] Nil Using RNN and designing contextual align-
ment gating strategy between two sentences.
Hidden neuron layer General cluster-
ing methods
KATE [73] Nil Introducing competitive mechanism into au-
toencoder to extract representative features
Hidden neuron layer General cluster-
ing methods
2.2.1 The short text similarity measurement using text rep-
resentation
Due to the nature of text data, it is di cult to measure the distance between texts
or characters. Texts are often transformed into numerical vectors for further process-
ing. The classic way to measure the distance between text documents is via Vector
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Space Model (VSM) [32], where texts are represented by term weighting vectors. The
weights for terms are based on the term frequency in text documents. However, short
texts are sparse and most terms only occur once in a short text, and the vocabulary
size of a corpus is generally big. Hence, the VSM based representation for short texts
may lead to high-dimensional and sparse vectors, which is less discriminative when
calculating Euclidean distances or cosine similarities [33].
In order to overcome the above drawbacks, many methods exploit knowledge from
the third party datasets to boost the context and enrich the features of short texts
[30,37,38,70,71,74,75]. Table 2.4 shows the characteristics for this type of methods.
In those methods, the external knowledge is adopted to solve the sparsity issues of
using BOW and VSM for representing short text documents. For example, Banerjee
et al. [37] have proposed Wiki Method to augment the TF-IDF representation with
additional features for short text documents using relevant Wikipedia concepts. They
download one day snapshot of the Enghlish Wikipedia content and remove the meta-
data, such as templates, articles not related to news and short articles from the
dumped dataset. Then, they create a Lucene index 2 for the filtered Wikipedia
articles. For a given text of the feed item, they create two query strings from the text
and exploit the query strings to retrieve the most relevant articles. Then the title of
the article is used as additional features of the feed item for clustering. CLUTO3 is
used as the clustering engine to cluster short text documents based on the augmented
TF-IDF representation.
Similar to Wiki Method, Wang et al. [70] argue that the traditional BOW or






terms, they enriched the representation for short texts through keyword expansion
using WordNet [76]. They represent the text documents using VSM and filter low-
weight words by using TF-IDF term weights to get a keyword list. The TF-IDF
term weights incorporate both the term frequency (TF) and term inverse document
frequency (IDF) to determine the weight of a word. The terms with high TF-IDF
values are retained as keywords. Then, WordNet is adopted to find the synonym
terms for all the keywords as the background knowledge. The extended keyword list
with background knowledge is used to expand the initial text representation. After
the original short texts have been enriched using background knowledge words, the
short text representation based on the TF-IDF term weight is computed for the data
objects. Then, the general clustering methods K-Means is adopted for the clustering
task.
Jin et al. [38] have proposed Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation (DLDA) model,
which transfers the topic knowledge from auxiliary long text documents to short text
documents and thus relief the sparsity issues in short text representation. Then, a
short text document is represented by topic distributions learned from DLDA. Based
on the enriched topic representation, they exploit K-Means to cluster short texts.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a probabilistic generation model which models
the generation process of a document. With the assumption that text documents are
generated by several latent topics, LDA can use sampling methods to infer the topic
distribution for documents. The vector representation of topics with di↵erent weights
are used as implicit features to represent text documents. DLDA extends LDA using
two topic learning models. DLDA can jointly learn two sets of latent topics: the
set of latent topics inferred from the short text dataset and the set of latent topics
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inferred from the auxiliary long text corpus. In order to solve the problem of latent
topic inconsistence between the two datasets, DLDA adopts two mechanisms: using
two asymmetric priors and introducing a latent binary switch variable. However, the
challenge for DLDA is that it is hard to choose a suitable auxiliary long text dataset
to enrich the topic representations of the short text dataset.
Tang et al. [71] have proposed an integration framework which can incorporate
di↵erent language knowledge and adopted matrix factorization techniques to reduce
the high dimensional representation of tweets into more compact representations. In
their method, they integrate the short texts from di↵erent languages into a joint latent
factor space. Then, they use a matrix factorization method to get the latent features
from the joint short text space. As the latent features are extracted from an enriched
short text corpus, they argue that the new feature representation is better than
using VSM. They adopt K-Means for clustering the enriched representations of short
texts. Zheng et al. [77] have enriched short text representation at the corpus-level to
improve short text clustering performance. In their method, short text documents
are mapped from the original feature space to a hidden semantic space by adding
the virtual term frequency of new words in a short text document. Also, Huang et
al. [78] have adopted the concept graph for short text clustering. In their method,
they extract keywords from the concept graph to expand short text to address the
insu ciency of the keywords in short text clustering.
Recently, neural network based methods are exploited for short text representation
learning. Kozlowski et al. [79] have adopted neural network based distributional
semantic model for enriching the semantic meaning of short text for clustering. Xu et
al. [30] have proposed STC2, a Self-Taught Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to
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automatically mine implicit features from the short texts for short text representation
learning and clustering. Convolutional Neural Networks is a kind of non-linear model
to fit the input of data to the output with multi-layer neuron units. CNN is reported
to be good at finding the latent features of data objects. CNN is a supervised model
which needs labeled data to train its parameters. Therefore, in STC2, VSM and
binary processing methods are used to create labeled data for training CNN model.
For the input of CNN, the word embeddings that trained from external large dataset
is used to represent the short text documents. The word embedding representations
of short texts are used as input for CNN and the binary code representations are
used as labels. After CNN has been trained successfully, the last hidden layer of the
CNN is chosen as the deep representation for a short text. In this way, STC2 couples
various semantic features in the representation of short text documents to solve the
sparsity problem and adopts K-Means for clustering.
Quan et al. [36] have measured similarity of short texts using a topic model to
discover the implicit topic context in the corpus. In the raw VSM representation,
the similarity between two short text documents may be just rely on two or three
common terms between the short text documents, most of the non-common terms do
not contribute to the similarity computing. Quan et al. try to find the relations of
the non-common terms between two short texts based the third party topics. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is used to find the topic distributions regards to the word.
Then, the terms that have higher probabilities under the same topics are related to
each other. For two short texts d1 and d2, they derive the distinguishing term sets
with the following criterion:
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Dist(d1) = {w|w 2 d1, w /2 d2},
Dist(d2) = {w|w 2 d2, w /2 d1}.
Then, they increase the weights of some distinguishing terms in the TF-IDF rep-
resentation for short texts. If the probability of terms under the same topic ti is larger
than  . Then, the terms in Dist(d1) and Dist(d2) are selected. The weights of term
















Then, the similarity between d1 and d2 is computed using the cosine metrics.
Yan et al. [72] have proposed Ncut-weight Non-negative Matrix Factorization for
the short text representation learning. In their work, they argue that due to the
sparsity of short text data, the conventional term weights like binary and TF-IDF
cannot well capture the term’s discriminative power and importance, which leads to
the unsatisfactory result of using Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) for short
text clustering. To relieve this problem, they have proposed a new term weighting
scheme that is derived from Normalized Cut (Ncut) for the term connected graph.
They construct a term a nity graph, G = {V,E}, to calculate the similarity according
to the term co-occurrences. Then, they adopt the normalized cut criterion [80] to cut
the graph G into K sub-graphs, which is equivalent to clustering the terms into
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K groups. Then NMF is adopted to approximately solve the trace maximization
problem in the term cut process.
Mueller et al. [81] have used Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network for learn-
ing sentence similarity. In their method, two LSTM models are trained by paired
examples to learn structured sentence representation that captures rich semantics.
Chen et al. [39] have measured similarity between sentences using a context-aligned
RNN (CA-RNN) model, which incorporates the contextual information of the aligned
words in a sentence for the inner hidden state generation. Most traditional methods
rely on the feature engineering to match two sentences. In their method, they use a
context alignment gating strategy to find aligned words in two sentences. For each
sentence, they adopt the recurrent neural networks to capture the sequential features
of words in a sentence. Finally, the hidden states are used as features to represent
sentences and the similarity between sentences are measured by cosine index. Chen
et al. [73] have proposed a k-competitive autoencoder (KATE) for the text repre-
sentation learning by introducing a competitive mechanism into autoencoder. The
competitive mechanism forces the neurons in the hidden layer to recognize specific
data patterns. In the training process of KATE, only the most competitive k neu-
rons are retained as active and the k winner neurons incorporate the value of the
remaining inactive neurons. In this way, the k neurons become better at recognizing
specific data patterns. After the model has been trained, it is used to encode the text
documents into the feature vectors.
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Table 2.5: The comparison of the term matching based methods.
Method/Work External knowledge-
base
Technique summary Representation Clustering
method
Liu et al [41] WordNet Using Dynamic time warping to measure the
distance between two sequences of data
Nil General cluster-
ing methods
WMD [40] Word embedding Regarding the distance between two short
texts is a transportation problem.
Nil General cluster-
ing methods




2.2.2 The short text distance measurement using direct term
matching
Some existing work measures the distance/similarity of short texts based on the term-
level distance. This type of methods do not need to represent the whole short text
as vectors. Instead, they define an optimal word movement from one document to
another and measure the distance/similarity between documents based on the words
movement. Table 2.5 presents the main features for this type of methods.
For example, Liu et al. [41] have adopted dynamic time warping (DTW) [83] to
evaluate the distance between short texts. DTW is originally used in the temporal
sequence distance mining. DTW calculates an optimal match between two given
sequences, which is immune to the shape shift in the temporal data. DTW has
several rules to make an optimal match between two data sequences. DTW requires
that the distance between two matched data points is pre-known. In regards to the
short text distance, DTW treats a short text as a sequence of words. The distance
between two short texts is the optimal match between the words in the two short
texts. It calculates the distance between short texts by finding the optimal alignment
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of the two sequences of words. To measure the word distance, Liu et al. have used
the external knowledge from WordNet to measure the distance between words. In
their work, the distance between words is defined as the shortest path (including a
sequence of edges) of the two words on the knowledge tree created from WordNet.
Kusner et al. [40] have proposed a Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) for text docu-
ments based on the word embedding [61] and Earth Mover’s Distance [84]. The word
embedding techniques incorporate the word’s semantic and syntactic attributes in a
multi-dimensional feature space. Each word is a data point in the new feature space
and the similar words tend to close to each other. Given the distance of two words
by their word embedding, WMD measures document distances by moving all word
embeddings from one document to the other document with the minimum word travel
cost. The document distance is modeled as an optimization problem regards moving
all words in one documents to another. In WMD, the document distance between d














8j 2 1, · · · , n.
T 2 Rn⇥n is a flow matrix which denotes how much of word i in d travels to word j
in d0. The above problem is to resolve the optimization for the earth mover’s distance
metric (EMD). The Word traveling cost c(i, j) is the Euclidean distance based on the
word embedding space for each pair of words. The word embeddings are learned by




Kenter et al . [82] have proposed a semantic distance measurement for short texts
which is improved from word-level to short-text-level by exploiting word embedding
techniques [61]. In particular, they match words in two short texts with a term
semantic space and use the matched term to create a siliency-weighted semantic





sem(w, ss) · (k1 + 1)





The sl is the longer text and ss is the shorter one, avgsl is the average sentence
length in the short text corpus. The similarity of term w to short text s is defined as
follows:




The semantic similarity of two terms is based on the cosine metric of the word
embeddings.
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Table 2.6: The comparison of data grouping based methods.
Method/Work External knowledge-
base
Technique summary Representation Clustering
method
GSDMM [43] Nil Using Dirichlet Mixture model to infer the
latent topic as cluster index
Nil Topic index
TermCut [46] Nil Defining a new RMcut criterion to determine
the core term to recursively bisect short text
dataset into two clusters
Nil TermCut
WordCom [29] Nil Using k-rank-D to discovery word communi-
ties to generate concept vector for di↵erent
clusters.
Nil WordCom
GPU-DMM [44] Word Embedding Incorporating word similarity from word em-
bedding into topic modeling.
Nil Topic index
BTM [28] Nil Explicitly model the generation of bi-term
of short text corpus with probabilistic topic
model
Nil Topic index
PYPM [45] Nil Using Pitman-Yor process mixture model
(PYPM) to infer the cluster number of short
text corpus.
Nil Topic index
2.3 The short text grouping strategies
Considering the sparse, high-dimensional vectors with traditional representation meth-
ods and the large-volume data size characteristics, short texts clustering based on gen-
eral methods always need to redesign the short text representation methods, which
is a non-trivial task. Therefore, some work focuses on designing new grouping mod-
els [28, 29, 43–46] to avoid the representation or distance computing between text
documents, as shown in Figure 2.8. Table 2.6 compares this type of methods. In the





Short text cluster feature extraction
Figure 2.8: The framework of short text clustering based on grouping strategies.
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2.3.1 The probabilistic model based methods
Yin et al. [43] have proposed a collapsed Gibbs Sampling algorithm for the Dirich-
let Multinomial Mixture (GSDMM) for short text clustering. Dirichlet Multinomial
Mixture (DMM) [85] is a probabilistic generative model for text documents. Com-
pared with the classic topic model: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [55], DMM
has di↵erent assumptions in text generative process. LDA assumes that documents
are generated from multiple latent topics, but DMM assumes that documents are
generated from one latent topic. Both DMM and LDA need to specify the latent
topic numbers for the target short text dataset. In the generative process for a text
document, DMM selects a latent topic k according to the probability of all the topics,
p(z|k). Then, document d is generated by the selected topic from the distribution
p(d|z = k). DMM makes the naive bayes assumptions that the words in a document
are generated independently from its latent topic k, and the probability of a word
is independent of its position within the documents. Therefore, the probability of
document d generated by cluster k is defined as:




To infer the stationary distribution of topics for the target short text dataset, Gibbs
Sampling is adopted for DMM. Gibbs Sampling is a Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithm to sample data from a probabilistic distribution. The latent topic
index for each short text can be obtained when the sampling process has enough it-
erations. Then, the topic index of the short text document is used as cluster label.
The topics of short texts are inferred through Collapsed Gibbs sampling methods and
used as the cluster labels.
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Qiang et al. [45] have proposed a Pitman-Yor process mixture model (PYPM)
based on collapsed Gibbs sampling for short text clustering. PYPM improves GS-
DMM by automatically determining the cluster numbers for short text dataset with
Pitman-Yor process. Specifically, in the short text clustering process, a short text
chooses an existing active cluster or a new cluster with the probabilities derived from
the Pitman-Yor Process Mixture model.
Li et al. [44] have proposed GPU-DMM which exploits word embedding techniques
[61] to relieve the sparsity issues of short texts in topic inference. In the aspects of
topic mining, the conventional topic models largely rely on word co-occurrences to
infer the latent topics from text corpus. However, the shortness and noisy features
of social network textual data lead to scarcity of word co-occurrences. Therefore, the
data sparsity issue becomes bottleneck for traditional topic models to perform well on
short text corpus. In order to relive the sparse issue, Li et al. exploit auxiliary word
embedding in the short text topic discovery process. Meantime, they adopt Dirichlet
Mixture model (DMM) and assumes that each short text only has one latent topics.
In the topic discovering process, GPU-DMM promotes the semantic similar words
with the similarity information from the pre-learned word embeddings. In this way,
similar words but rare occurred in the short texts may be inferred under the same
topic. To achieve this purpose, the generalized Polya urn (GPU) is adopted to push
the similar words into the same topic. By using topic modeling, each document is
represented with topic distribution p(z|d). Hence, the quality of the topcis can be
assessed by the accuracy of text classification or clustering tasks. In GPU-DMM, the
text documents can be better represented by summarizing over words (SW):





where p(w|d) is the frequency ratio of word w in d. The text document is represented
by the topic distribution p(z = k|d).
BTM [28] infers the latent topics for short texts by explicitly modeling the gen-
eration of bi-terms in the whole short text corpus. In the aspect of mitigating the
sparse issue for short text in the topic mining, BTM transfers the whole corpus into
the a bag of word pairs and infers the latent topic distributions with the aggregated
patterns of word co-occurrence.
2.3.2 The keywords mining based methods
Existing models have been proposed to extract keywords for short text clustering.
For example, Ni et al. [46] have proposed TermCut, which finds one core term for
one cluster using a bisecting clustering method. In Termcut, the collects of short
text snippets are modeled as a graph, in which each node represents a short text
and each weighted edge indicates similarity between nodes. Termcut recursively finds
a core term and bisect the graph so that the short texts containing the core terms
belong to one group and the short texts without the core terms are in another group.
To identify a core term, a RMcut criterion is proposed. The RMcut criterion is
to measure the clustering quality according to the clustering principles: minimum
inter-cluster similarity and maximum intra-cluster similarity.
RMcut(C1, C2, · · · , Ck) =
KX
k=1





cut(Ck, C   Ck) indicates the edge cut value between the vertices in and out of Ck.
Here, the similarity measurement between two documents is the dot products of the
IDF representation of text documents. At each step of bisection, one core term is
extracted through minimizing the clustering criterion RMcut. For each cluster, Ck,
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two clusters are generated according to each term t in cluster Ck, where Ck1 includes
all the short texts containing term t, Ck2 includes short texts without term t. If a
term can minimize the RMcut value, then it is chosen a core term candidate. The
core term candidates that lead to the minimal RMcut value is selected as core terms,
and the corresponding cluster can be returned for a further process. The cut process
stops when the cluster number reaches the desired requirement.
Jia et al. have proposed WordCom [29] which adopts k-rank-D [86] to separate
words into communities representing di↵erent topics. The discovered word commu-
nities are used to infer cluster membership for short texts. Short texts can join into
a word community if the short texts have a minimum cosine distance to the word
community. However, those methods face the issue of insu cient topic words or issue
of noise words, as they either extract a single representative term for one cluster or
involve many noise terms into the topic word groups. To extract word communities,
they have adopted k-rank-D [86], which is used to find communities in a complex
network, to discover word communities (or clusters) from the word co-occurrence
network. In k-rank-D, each word (or node) is computed with the PageRank Central-
ity [87] weight, then, a decision graph is drew to find the k most important nodes as
centers for each word community. The short text documents are assigned to a word
community group if the short text has the minimum cosine distance to the word
community. The cluster indexes of short text documents are inferred based on the
distance between the short text and the word communities. Also, Jinarat et al. [88]
have used a word semantic graph for short text clustering. In their method, the word
semantic graph is constructed using the semantic similarity from word embedding
techniques. Similar to Termcut, short texts are clustered if they contain at least one
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semantic word in the same semantic subgraph.
2.4 The dynamic short text clustering
As the short texts are normally generated continuously and with a large volume,
therefore, the methods for clustering short text streams are needed. In this section, we
conduct a survey on two techniques for short text stream clustering: similarity based
methods and topic-tracking based methods. More clustering methods for general data
streams can refer to [89].
2.4.1 The similarity based methods
The similarity based methods group text streams into clusters based on the similarity
or distance between texts and the active clusters during the clustering process. Texts
are normally represented as the word feature vectors (i.e., TF-IDF vectors), and the
similarity metrics, such as cosine similarity, are adopted.
One of the classic stream clustering framework is CluStream [90], which adopts a
cluster feature vector named micro-cluster to summarize the statistical information
of a data cluster and to decide the cluster membership for the new data object.
Each micro-cluster contains five components, including the number of the current
data objects, the linear sum of the data objects vectors, the sum of the data objects
arrival time, etc. A new data object is absorbed into its closest cluster according to
the Euclidean distance between the new coming data object and the corresponding
micro-cluster. CluStream maintains a list of cluster feature vectors to capture the
evolution of stream data. CluStream also adopts a pyramidal time frame to store the
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historical micro-cluster into snapshots according to the pyramidal time pattern. The
snapshots of micro-cluster are used for the later analysis. Cao et al. [91] have proposed
DenSream to cluster stream data based on the data densities. DenStream also uses a
cluster feature vector for representing clusters. Specifically, DenStream adopts three
cluster structures: core-micro-cluster, potential c-micro-cluster and outlier micro-
cluster for the online stream data clustering. The core-micro-cluster is a dense micro-
cluster data structure which includes data objects close to each other according to
pre-defined distance threshold. The potential c-micro-cluster represents those clusters
that may be potential to become core-micro-cluster. The outlier micro-cluster is used
for outlier detection.
Zhong et al. [92] have extended the spherical k-means algorithm into online version
and proposed online spherical k-means (OSKM) based on Winner-Take-All competi-
tive learning. In OSKM, the centroid of a cluster is dynamically updated if new text
data are absorbed in the cluster. The updates for the centroids follow the gradient
decrease direction. The appearance of new clusters is also based on similarity be-
tween the new text and the current cluster centroids. If the distance is greater than
a threshold, then a new cluster centroid is created. Shou et al. [93] have proposed
Sumblr to cluster and summarize the large-scale tweets streams. Sumblr contains two
core modules: the online incremental clustering for tweets streams and the historical
tweet summarization. In the clustering part, tweet cluster vectors (TCV) were used
to store the statistical features of tweet clusters. TCV contains the statistical infor-
mation of the current cluster, such as the sum of the normalized vectors, the sum
of the weighted textual vectors, the sum of time-stamps and the number of tweets.
For each new arriving tweet, the similarity between the new tweet and the current
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clusters are computed. Based on the similarity, the new tweet would be merged into
the current cluster or form a new cluster. Feng et al. [94] have proposed Stream-
Cube which focuses on clustering hashtag stream from Twitter for event detection.
In StreamCube, the spatial and temporal aspects are considered to detect the bursty
hashtags. The hashtags are represented by its co-occurences words in a stream. To
group the similar hashtags in tweets stream, the similarity between hashtags is com-
puted and compared with the current event clusters. Similar hashtags in a group are
used to represent a spatio-temporal event.
2.4.2 The topic tracking based methods
In contrast to the similarity based stream text clustering methods, which need to
maintain a list of cluster data structures and cluster data according to similarity
threshold, the topic tracking based methods determine the cluster memberships for
text documents through inferring and tracking topics changing with time for text
data and cluster texts that share the same topics.
Many of those methods extend the classic Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [55],
which is used to infer the latent topics for a static documents dataset, into the mining
of topic streams. For example, Blei et al. have proposed dynamic topic model (DTM)
[95] for the time evolving document topical discovery. The dynamic topic model is
consisted by multiple Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) units. Each LDA unit learns
the topic distribution for documents in the specified time spans.
The prior parameter setting for one LDA model in DTM is based on the posterior
parameters that learned by its previous LDA models. In this way, the k-th topic
learnt at time slice t is smoothly evolved from the k-th topic learned at time slice
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t   1. Therefore, the inferred topic at the di↵erent time periods can evolve more
naturally, and the cluster membership can be determined based on its topic distribu-
tions. Similarly, Amoualian et al. have proposed Streaming-LDA [96] to model topic
and word-topic dependencies between consecutive documents in document streams by
extending the classic LDA model [55]. Iwata et al. [97] have proposed topic tracking
model (TTM) for analyzing the time-varying consumer purchase behavior. Similar to
DTM, TTM is also consisted by several basic LDA units, which used to mine users’
purchase interest in di↵erent time slots. The di↵erence between TTM and DTM is
that the LDA units in TTM also have a long prior parameter dependence, which
is supposed to capture the topic evolution in long time period. Liang et al. have
proposed a dynamic clustering topic model (DCT) [98] to track the time-varying
distributions of topics for short text streams. The major di↵erence between DCT
and TTM is that DCT adopts Dirichlet mixture model (DMM) as the basic topic
discovery unit. DCT models the temporal dynamics of stream texts using multiple
Dirichlet mixture models for di↵erent time periods of the stream texts. The Dirichlet
mixture model inters the latent topics for short texts corpus with the assumption that
each short text is generated from a single latent topic. To smoothly learn the topic
distributions, the Dirichlet mixture models in DCT have a short or long term depen-
dency with each other to set the prior parameters of topic distributions. The inferred
latent topic index is used as a cluster index for the short texts. But DCT can not
detect new topics due to the fixed topic number setting for the stream short text data.
More recently, Yin et al. [99] have proposed MStream based on the Dirichlet process
multinomial mixture model. Compared with DCT, MStream exploits the Dirichlet
process on DMM to capture the dynamic appearance of new topics. In MStream, the
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Dirichlet process mechanism allows the new arriving short texts to choose a current
topic (or cluster) or a new topic by computing the choosing probability for docu-
ments. However, both DCT and MStream belong to the probabilistic generative
model, which need multiple sampling operations on data to get the topic distribution
parameter. Chen et al. have extended the biterm topic model (BTM) [28] into online
bitem topic model(oBTM) [100] to process stream short text corpus. In oBTM, the
stream datasets are divided into di↵erent time slices. BTM model is fitted with short
texts in time slice t, then the related statistic of the variables are used to adjust the
BTM model in time slice t + 1. In this way, the inferred topics for short texts from
the adjacent time slices are consistent.
2.5 Summary
The short text clustering task involves three major techniques: text representation,
text distance measurement and cluster forming/grouping. In this chapter, we have
reviewed these three types of techniques for short text clustering. The first type of
techniques focuses on short text representation. After the text documents have been
represented, the second types of techniques is to use the text distance metrics, such
as cosine distance or Euclidean distance, to measure the distance between short texts.
Some methods focus on using term matching for direct distance measurement. Some
methods focus on define new cluster models to form short text groups. The last type
of techniques is to design new models for dynamic short text clustering to process
stream short texts. In the following chapters, we will provide in-depth studies in




Biterms for Short Text Distance
Measurement (BDM) Method
Measuring the similarities or distances between data objects is a fundamental step
that the general clustering methods (e.g., K-Means) adopt for cluster forming. In
this chapter, we propose a novel short text distance measurement using context-aware
weighted biterms (BDM) method. BDM overcomes the sparseness of short texts in
document-level distance measurement by exploiting the implicit corpus-wide word
co-occurrence patterns. BDM extends our word pair distance measurement for short
texts (WPDM) method [47] by introducing a weighing scheme on di↵erent biterms
(i.e., word pairs). The biterms with higher weights are regarded as core term pairs,
which are more important to measure the distance between short texts.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents introduction.
3.2 introduces the preliminary knowledge of the biterm topic model. Section 3.3
details the proposed BDM method. The experimental results are reported in section
3.4. Summary is made in section 3.5.
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3.1 Introduction
The rapid development of internet technologies, social media and mobile devices have
greatly promoted the use of short text documents. Lots of user-generated data, usu-
ally in the form of short texts, are accumulated on the web everyday. Measuring
the distance/similarity between short text data has been proved to be a fundamen-
tal task in many applications. For example, using social media text data such as
tweets to detect spatio-temporal events for smart cities has become popular in re-
cent years [101, 102]. Similarity measurement between short texts is a fundamental
step to accurately identify and track events. However, due to the limited text length
and sparse information contained in a short text [43, 103], accurately measuring the
distance between short text documents becomes a challenge [33]. The existing ap-
proaches for short text similarity measurement can be classified into two types: (1)
the representation-based measurement [30, 55, 81], which learns new representations
for short text documents and then measures the distance based on the representa-
tion; and (2) the direct measurement [40,42,47], which defines new metrics to directly
compute the distance between short text documents.
In the representation-based measurement, a classic way to represent text docu-
ments is via term weight vector. The elements in the vector represent the weights of
words (e.g., term frequencies) in the corresponding documents. Due to the limited
text length of short text documents and the large corpus vocabulary size, the term
weight vector is high dimensional and sparse, which leads to inaccurate distance mea-
surement between short texts [33]. Later, the topic modeling related methods have
been widely adopted to learn the latent thematic representation of documents and
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measure similarity based on the representation [55, 77, 104]. For example, one of the
classic topic models is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [55]. LDA is a generative
probabilistic model that implicitly exploits the document-level word co-occurrence
patterns to infer the topic distribution in the documents of a corpus. Although these
methods have achieved great success on regular-length documents, they do not work
well on short text corpus due to the limited length and lack of word co-occurrence at
the document level [30, 40, 103]. Then, researchers incorporate learning models such
as Neural Networks [30,81,105,106] to learn deep representations for short text doc-
uments. For example, Xu et al. [30] proposed STC2 which combines word embedding
and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) for deep feature extraction from short
texts. However, short texts are generally sparse, the deep features learnt by neural
network based techniques may not be accurate to represent short texts.
In direct measurement, many new distance metrics have been proposed to compute
the distance between short text documents [40, 42]. For example, WMD [40] adopts
word embeddings trained from a large knowledge base, such as Wikipedia, to measure
semantic similarity between words. Then, it computes the total distance between
short text documents as the minimum distance that the embedding words in one short
text move to the embedding words in the other document. An external knowledge
base is useful to enhance the background/context knowledge of short texts, but due
to the dynamic change of short texts in social networks, the general background
knowledge from the external knowledge base like Wikipedia may not exactly capture
the meaning of the context-sensitive short texts.
In contrast to the above mentioned approaches, in this chapter, we incorporate
corpus-wide word co-occurrence patterns [48, 77, 103] which have been proved to be
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useful into short text distance computing. We represent a short text with a bag of
context-aware weighted biterms and the weighted biterms are taken as basic units to
measure short text distance. Our method is inspired by biterm topic model (BTM)
[103], which has been designed to infer accurate latent topics for short text corpora.
BTM explicitly models the corpus-level word co-occurrence patterns (i.e. biterm ) by
transferring the whole corpus into a biterm collection. Therefore, unlike traditional
topic models, BTM does not rely on document-level word relations to infer the latent
topics. In our proposed method, we use BTM to compute the global weight of a biterm
using the aggregated word co-occurrence patterns from the whole corpus. Then, we
compute the local weight of biterms in di↵erent short texts (i.e., contexts). Hence,
short texts can be represented as bag of weighted biterms and the same biterm has
di↵erent weights in di↵erent contexts. We calculate the distance between two biterms
by adjusting the Jaccard similarity [107] through mining the corpus-level word co-
occurrence patterns. We use biterms as building blocks for the short text distance
measurement and the distance between two short texts are computed based on the
weighted biterms from the two short texts.
Compared with the existing methods, the major di↵erences and advantages of our
method lie in that 1) we exploit the corpus-level word co-occurrence patterns into
short text distance computing and overcome the sparse problem at document-level;
and 2) we use context-aware weighted biterms as basic units to measure short text
distances, rather than enrich or compress the short text representation. We conducted
experiments on three representative real-world datasets by incorporating the proposed
BDM into three typical clustering methods to evaluate the accuracy of our method
for short text clustering. The experimental results show that the proposed method is
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more accurate than several state-of-the-art methods for short text distance/similarity
measurement.
A preliminary version of BDM has been presented in WPDM [47]. Compared
with the preliminary version, our BDM method introduces the context-aware weigh-
ing scheme for biterms (i.e., word pairs) to di↵erentiate the importance of di↵erent
biterms in di↵erent contexts ( i.e., short texts). In addition, BDM exploits the biterm
topic model to extract the global weights of di↵erent biterms. Hence, BDM also
incorporates the latent semantics from corpus-level to document-level. The major
advantages of BDM over its preliminary version WPDM are two-fold: (1) BDM pro-
vides a novel weighting scheme to di↵erentiate the importance of biterms in di↵erent
contexts; and (2) BDM captures the latent semantics from corpus-level to document-
level to implicitly enrich the context of short texts. Our experiments prove that BDM
are useful in improving the short text similarity measurement.
3.2 Biterm topic model
In this section, we first use graphical model to show the characteristics of BTM. Then,
we introduce how to extract biterms from corpus and compute the corpus-wide/global
weights for biterms.
3.2.1 Graphical model illustration
The biterm topic model [103] is a probabilistic generative model designed to discover
the topic distributions for short text corpora. Compared with the traditional topic
models, such as LDA, which rely on the word co-occurrence at the document level
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Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of LDA (a) and BTM (b). The nodes represent
variables and the rectangles represent replication. LDA models the generation of
documents and BTM models the generation of biterms (word pairs).
to infer the latent topics, BTM overcomes the sparseness of short texts by explicitly
modeling the word co-occurrence at the corpus level. Fig. 3.1 shows the di↵erence
between LDA and BTM with their graphical illustrations. Each node in the graphical
model represents a random variable. The shaded nodes are called observed variables,
which represent terms from the documents. The unshaded nodes are latent variables,
which need to be inferred (e.g., the topic index Zm,n) or assumed (e.g., the prior
probability ↵ and  ). The rectangles denote replication operations for multiple docu-
ments or terms (e.g., M documents and Nm number of terms for the m-th document
in Fig.3.1(a)).
We can see that LDA (see Fig.3.1(a) infers the topic distribution ✓n for each
document denoted as m, and each word denoted as wm,n in document m is assigned
with a topic index Zm,n. In contrast to LDA, BTM (see Fig.3.1(b) uses the aggregated
biterms extracted from the entire corpus to infer the corpus-level topic distribution
✓, and each biterm (denoted as n with two terms wi and wj) is assigned with a topic
index Zn.
3.2.2 Biterm extraction
We assume that a short text corpus is a collection of short text documents denoted
as D = {d1, d2, · · · , dm}, where m is the number of documents in the corpus. An
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arbitrary short text document d 2 D is presented as a sequence of words denoted as
d = {w1, w2, · · · , wn}, where wi is the i-th word (or term) in the sequence and n is
the number of words in the document d. A biterm is denoted as an unordered word
pair (wi, wj) in document d, where i 6= j. For instance, given a short text “michael
jordan is a basketball player”, we first remove the stop words “is” and “a”, and then
extract 6 biterms: (michael, jordan), (michael, basketball), (michael,player), (jordan,
basketball), (jordan,player), and (basketball, player). We use B to represent all the
biterms extracted from the short text corpus D. The extracted biterms will be used
as training data for BTM.
3.2.3 Biterm global weight inference
After we get the collection of biterms for short text corpusD, we use BTM to compute
the corpus-wide/global weight for each biterm. BTM uses Gibbs sampling to sample
the latent topic variable z for each biterm as shown in Fig. 3.1 (b) with the following
conditional probability:
P (z|z b, B,↵,  ) / (nz + a)






where nz is the number of times that the current biterm b = (wi, wj) is assigned
to topic z and nw|z is the number of times word w is assigned to topic z; M is the
vocabulary size of corpus D; ↵ and   are the prior probabilities for ✓ and  . After the
Gibbs sampling iterates for the predefined number of times, the posterior topic-word











where |B| is the number of biterms and K is the number of topics.





We regard the corpus-wide weight of a biterm as its probability in the entire
corpus. As a biterm comprises two words and each word has various probabilities
in di↵erent topics, the joint probabilities of two words in a biterm are summed up
and used as the corpus-wide/global weight for a biterm. Note that the biterms from
a short text generally have the same frequency which is hard to di↵erentiate their
importance. With the help of global biterm weight, we can determine the importance
of biterms within di↵erent contexts (i.e., short text documents).
3.3 The BDM method
In this section, we present the proposed method BDM for short text distance measure-
ment. We first compute the distance between biterms with word Jaccard distance.
Then, we exploit the global biterm weight from biterm topic model to compute the
context-aware weight for biterm. We finally incorporate the weighted biterms as basic
units to compute the distance between short text documents.
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3.3.1 Distance between biterms
The distance between two biterms are computed based on the word Jaccard distance.
For two arbitrary biterms bs = (w1, w2) and bt = (v1, v2), we define their distance as









where, Jacc(wi, vj) is the word Jaccard distance between wi and vj defined in Eq.
(3.3.2), |bs| and |bt| represent the lengths of biterms bs and bt, respectively. For two
arbitrary words w and v, the word Jaccard distance between w and v is defined as
follows:




where N(w) represents the set of all co-occurred terms of w in corpus D. Note
that N(w) and N(v) are also computed based on the corpus-wide word co-occurrence
relations. Hence, the word Jaccard distance is adaptive to reflect the distance between
words in the given short text dataset.
3.3.2 Context-aware weights for biterms
As we transfer a short text into a bag of biterms for distance computing, we need to
determine which biterms are more important for the short text. Here, we compute
the context-aware or local weights for biterms to infer their relative importance in a
short text. To determine the local weight for a biterm in a short text, we exploit the
global weight of a biterm which is inferred by BTM using Eq. 3.2.4. For a given short
text d and its biterm representation B(d) = {b1, · · · , bn}, the local weight of biterm
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where P (bi) is the corpus-wide weight of the biterm bi in short text d. According to
BTM, the corpus-wide weights for biterms are related to their global frequency and
are greater than 0. When we consider the context weight or local weight of a biterm
in a window size within a short text, we divide the corpus-wide weight of a biterm by
the sum of all corpus-wide weights of biterms from a short text, thus to normalize the
local weight into [0,1] and to guarantee that the value of short text distance computed
by BDM is also in the value range of [0,1].
3.3.3 Distance between short texts
We represent a short text with a bag of biterms, which are used as the basic units to
calculate the distance between two short texts. For two arbitrary documents ds and dt,
we assume that their bags of biterm representations are B(ds) = {bs,1, bs,2, · · · , bs,ns}
and B(dt) = {bt,1, bt,2, · · · , bt,nt}, where ns and nt denote the number of biterms in






W (bs,i)W (bt,j)f(bs,i, bt,j), (3.3.4)
where W (·) is the local biterm weight relative to all the biterms in a document and
f(bs,i, bt,j) is the distance between two biterms. The local biterm weight W (·) in
a short text incorporates the global probability of the biterm in the whole corpus.
Hence, the local biterm weight helps to di↵erentiate biterms in computing distance
between two short texts based on the global biterm weight. Meanwhile, the biterm
distance f(·, ·) that depends on the word Jaccard distance also incorporates the word
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co-occurrence pattern from the whole corpus. Therefore, our proposed distance metric
incorporates the aggregated global context from the whole corpus to overcome the
sparse issue of short texts at document level. As the value of the local biterm weight
and the distance between biterms are in range [0,1], thus the distance computed by
Eq. 3.3.4 is also limited to the range of [0,1].
3.3.4 E↵ectiveness of BDM
We initially investigated the e↵ectiveness of BDM by visualizing the pairwise short
text distance into a two dimensional space using t-Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
(t-SNE) [108]. t-SNE visualizes the distributions of data objects in a way that similar
objects are mapped closely and dissimilar objects are mapped separably. The simi-
larity or distance between data objects can be pre-computed with di↵erent distance
measurement methods.
The e↵ectiveness of BDM in terms of correctly separating inter-cluster and group-
ing intra-cluster short texts can be visually reviewed in Fig. 3.2. We use t-SNE to
visualize the data distribution of a dataset which contains 956 short texts. The short
texts have been grouped into 8 clusters. The input for t-SNE is the pairwise distance
matrix between all short texts. The output of t-SNE is the two dimensional cluster
distributions of the dataset. The short text dataset contains the ground truth cluster
label for each short text. Hence, the e↵ectiveness of di↵erent distance measurement
methods can be visually evaluated with the t-SNE mapped distribution for all the
short text data.
t-SNE groups and separates data points based on pairwise data similarities. We
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can see that the clusters can be clearly separated by our proposed distance measure-
ment for short texts in Fig.3.2 (a). The average intra-cluster distance computed by
BDM as shown in Fig. 3.2(a) is 2.33, which is the lowest among all methods. Mean-
while, the average inter-cluster distance computed by BDM as shown in Fig. 3.2(a)
is 29.4, which is the highest among all methods. The results indicate that BDM can
compute much better distance for short text documents, as BDM supports the most
e↵ective clustering outcome. In the following section, we test the accuracy of BDM



































Figure 3.2: The t-SNE visualization for a short text dataset with 8 clusters based on
6 di↵erent distance measurement methods.
3.4 Experiments
In this section, we present the adopted real-word datasets in Section 3.4.1, introduce
the counterpart methods in Section 3.4.2, show the adopted evaluation metrics in
Section 3.4.3, evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method in Section 3.4.4 and
present discussion in Section 3.4.5.
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3.4.1 Datasets
We test our approach on three representative types of real-world short text datasets:
news titles from Google News (denoted as Title) [43], social media tweets from Twitter
(denoted as Tweet) [43], and question titles from StackOverflow (denoted as Stack-
Overflow) [30]. All of the datasets are publicly available and the datasets include
ground truth cluster labels for evaluation purpose.
• Title is a representative dataset for formal short text documents. It was crawled
on November 27, 2013 from Google News by Yin et al. [43]. It contains 11,109
news titles on Google and each title has 6.23 words on average. These titles
have been grouped into 152 clusters and they include 8,110 distinct words.
• Tweet is a representative dataset for informal social media short text docu-
ments. It was collected on Text REtrieval Conference (TREC)1 in the 2011 and
2012 microblog tracks by Yin ea tl. [43]. It contains 2,472 tweets and each tweet
has 8.55 words on average. These tweets have been grouped into 89 clusters
and they include 5,098 distinct words.
• StackOverflow is a dataset that was extracted from the popular programming
question and answering platform StackOverflow by Xu et al. [30]. It contains
20,000 question titles and each question title includes 5.13 words on average.






We compare the proposed BDM with the following methods: WPDM [47], STC2 [30],
WMD [40], MaLSTM [81], and LDA [55]. Following is a brief description for each
techniques:
• WPDM [47] adopts a word Jaccard distance and a bag of word pair represen-
tation for short text distance measurement. Compared with WPDM, the pro-
posed BDM method considers the corpus-level and the document-level weight
for biterm.
• MaLSTM [81] is a siamese deep network which adopts Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) networks with tied weights as sub-modules to learn representations
for sentences. The inputs to MaLSTM are pairs of sentences which are firstly
represented using word embedding vectors. MaLSTM is trained using a Man-
hattan distance based loss function to infer new representations for sentences.
• STC2 [30] is a method for short text representation learnt by deep learning
techniques. It adopts a dimensionality reduction method by changing the raw
document term frequency (TF) vectors to binary codes, then exploits the binary
codes as labels and the word embeddings of short texts as inputs to train a
Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) model and find new representations for
short texts.
• WMD [40] applies the Earth Mover’s Distance [84] to the space of documents.
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The distance between two documents is computed as the total minimum dis-
tances that the words in one document travel to the words in the other docu-
ment. As sugggested in [40], the traveling distance between words is based on
the publicly available pre-trained word embeddings 2, which contains embed-
dings for three million terms.
• LDA [55] is a probabilistic generative model which learns a high-level topic
distribution vector for each document. The topic distribution vector can be
regarded as the implicit semantic representation of a document. Based on the
topic representation, Euclidean distance is used for short text distance measure-
ment.
As MaLSTM, STC2 and WMD rely on pre-trained word embeddings, we choose
the freely available pre-trained word embedding from Google for datasets Title and
Tweet. For the StackOverflow dataset, we use the word embedding from STC2 pro-
vided by Xu et al. [30].
3.4.3 Evaluation metrics
We evaluated the accuracy of the proposed BDM method by incorporating it into
di↵erent types of clustering techniques. In this section, we briefly introduce the
adopted three clustering methods and five evaluation metrics.
3.4.3.1 Clustering methods
Three di↵erent types of clustering methods were used in our experiments: K-Medoids





• K-Medoids [67] is a partition-based clustering method that clusters data objects
into k clusters, where k is a priori parameter. Here, we use K-Medoids instead
of K-Means [66] because K-Medoids can be applied to dataset in which the pair-
wise distances between data points are not computed on numerical vectors.
• Agglomerative [67] is a bottom-up hierarchical clustering method that recur-
sively merges a selected pair of clusters (or a pair of data objects at the begin-
ning) into a single cluster. The Agglomerative clustering method also requires
the prior knowledge of cluster number k.
• DBSCAN [31] is a density-based clustering method that clusters data objects
based on their spatial densities. It has two parameters; ✏ and minPts, to
determine the neighbour points and the core points.
We set some parameters for the above clustering methods on each dataset to obtain
the best results. For Tweet and Title datasets, we used the ground truth cluster
number for K-Medoids and Agglomerative. For the Stackoverflow dataset, we set the
cluster number of K-Medoids and Agglomerative based on the best performance of
di↵erent distance methods. The parameter setting of all three datasets on DBSCAN
in regards to its two parameters, minPts and ✏, was based on a grid search from 0
to 30 and from 0 to 1, respectively. Note that the distances computed by di↵erence
methods are normalized to [0, 1].
We adopt five commonly used metrics: Homogeneity (H), Completeness (C), V-
Measure (V) [109], Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [110], and Adjusted Mutual Informa-
tion (AMI) [111] to evaluate the performance of short text clustering:
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• Homogeneity (H) computes the ratio of data points that belong to the same
ground truth class in each predicted cluster.
• Completeness (C) computes the ratio of predicted clusters that are correctly
aligned with ground truth class.
• V-Measure(V) calculates the harmonic mean of Homogeneity and Complete-
ness : V = 2⇤H⇤C
H+C . It represents the balance between Homogeneity and Com-
pleteness.
• Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) is the corrected-for-chance version of Rand Index
which regards the clustering process as a series of decisions to assign two data
points to the same cluster based on their similarity and calculates the ratio of
correct decisions.
• Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) normalizes Mutual Information according
to Adjust Index. Mutual Information measures the percentage of the informa-
tion shared by two partitions.
The value range of all the five metrics is from 0 to 1 and a larger value indicates
higher clustering e↵ectiveness.
3.4.4 Accuracy evaluation
In Tables 1, 2, and 3, we report the clustering results of K-Medoids, Agglomerative,
and DBSCAN using the di↵erent distance methods on the three datasets; Tweet,
Title, and StackOverflow. The proposed BDM technique achieves the best cluster-
ing performance when incorporated into all the three clustering methods across the
di↵erent datasets.
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Table 3.1: Clustering e↵ectiveness analysis on the Tweet dataset.
Metric BDM WPDM MaLSTM STC2 WMD LDA
K-Medoids
H 0.831 0.829 0.821 0.786 0.756 0.533
C 0.822 0.787 0.734 0.695 0.702 0.475
V 0.827 0.807 0.775 0.738 0.728 0.502
ARI 0.618 0.589 0.382 0.336 0.361 0.180
AMI 0.776 0.735 0.666 0.615 0.627 0.341
Agglomerative
H 0.926 0.885 0.669 0.827 0.844 0.536
C 0.911 0.873 0.798 0.724 0.798 0.472
V 0.918 0.879 0.728 0.772 0.821 0.502
ARI 0.866 0.739 0.356 0.337 0.538 0.157
AMI 0.890 0.843 0.618 0.650 0.749 0.330
DBSCAN
H 0.643 0.545 0.467 0.498 0.476 0.453
C 0.894 0.820 0.829 0.737 0.831 0.450
V 0.748 0.655 0.598 0.594 0.606 0.452
ARI 0.364 0.188 0.170 0.129 0.156 0.098
AMI 0.598 0.488 0.431 0.436 0.432 0.312
Considering the clustering results achieved using K-Medoids on the Tweet dataset
as summarized in Table 1, the V-Measure result of BDM reaches around 83% which
is higher than those V-Measure levels achieved by WPDM, MaLSTM, STC2, WMD,
and LDA. Meanwhile, the ARI and AMI results of BDM are around 62% and 78%,
respectively, which are also higher than those of all counterpart methods. The similar
superior performances of BDM can also be observed on the other two datasets, as
summarized in Table 2 and Table 3.
The second best-performing method is WPDM or MaLSTM when considering the
three datasets and the di↵erent clustering methods, as shown in Table 1, Table 2,
and Table 3. WPDM shows a better clustering e↵ectiveness than that of MaLSTM
on the Tweet and Title datasets when using the K-Medoids as the clustering method.
However, MaLSTM outperforms WPDM on the StackOverflow dataset when using
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Table 3.2: Clustering e↵ectiveness analysis on the Title dataset.
Metric BDM WPDM MaLSTM STC2 WMD LDA
K-Medoids
H 0.799 0.788 0.784 0.783 0.670 0.632
C 0.826 0.812 0.750 0.765 0.701 0.625
V 0.812 0.800 0.767 0.774 0.685 0.628
ARI 0.508 0.496 0.430 0.366 0.185 0.342
AMI 0.767 0.754 0.705 0.721 0.612 0.560
Agglomerative
H 0.834 0.797 0.735 0.833 0.662 0.659
C 0.885 0.870 0.787 0.805 0.725 0.652
V 0.858 0.832 0.760 0.819 0.692 0.655
ARI 0.609 0.555 0.432 0.481 0.266 0.379
AMI 0.809 0.769 0.699 0.769 0.613 0.592
DBSCAN
H 0.521 0.491 0.517 0.512 0.515 0.495
C 0.826 0.823 0.785 0.790 0.777 0.648
V 0.639 0.616 0.623 0.621 0.620 0.562
ARI 0.090 0.072 0.038 0.071 0.048 0.083
AMI 0.483 0.455 0.457 0.469 0.458 0.443
the Agglomerative clustering method.
The STC2 andWMD similarity functions demonstrate similar performances on the
Tweet dataset, especially when incorporated into K-Medoids and DBSCAN. As shown
in Table 1, both STC2 and WMD achieve an approximate V-measure of 0.73 and an
AMI of around 0.62 with K-Medoids and an approximate V-measure of 0.60 and an
AMI of around 0.43 with DBSCAN. When the Agglomerative clustering method is
used on Tweet and StackOverflow datasets, STC2 is outperformed by WMD.
The overall performance of the DBSCAN clustering method on all the distance
measures and across the three datasets is worse than those of the K-Medoids and
Agglomerative clustering methods. It is also notable that when the LDA similarity
function is incorporated into the clustering methods K-Medoids, Agglomerative, and
DBSCAN, worse performance levels are achieved across almost all of the clustering
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Table 3.3: Clustering e↵ectiveness analysis on the StackOverflow dataset.
Metric BDM WPDM MaLSTM STC2 WMD LDA
K-Medoids
H 0.565 0.376 0.475 0.356 0.533 0.337
C 0.515 0.344 0.248 0.194 0.301 0.183
V 0.539 0.359 0.326 0.251 0.385 0.237
ARI 0.396 0.109 0.042 0.029 0.079 0.044
AMI 0.511 0.330 0.217 0.160 0.275 0.149
Agglomerative
H 0.488 0.188 0.331 0.310 0.459 0.267
C 0.351 0.199 0.334 0.191 0.335 0.164
V 0.408 0.193 0.332 0.237 0.387 0.203
ARI 0.238 0.059 0.128 0.058 0.110 0.064
AMI 0.340 0.170 0.315 0.174 0.320 0.146
DBSCAN
H 0.116 0.031 0.005 0.023 0.037 0.023
C 0.469 0.355 0.121 0.123 0.151 0.204
V 0.186 0.057 0.009 0.039 0.059 0.041
ARI 0.006 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000
AMI 0.107 0.029 0.000 0.016 0.028 0.011
evaluation metrics and datasets.
3.4.5 Discussions
MaLSTM needs the external semantic information for improving the short text rep-
resentation. Such external semantic information requires a large number of training
cases (short or long text snippets) so that the word embeddings can be learnt e↵ec-
tively. Similar to MaLSTM, both WMD and STC2 do not taken the word or word
pair co-occurrence patterns into consideration; instead, the two techniques incorpo-
rate external information in the form of word embeddings. Our results indicate that
in the absence of such external information, the MaLSTM technique along with WMD
and STC2 are outperformed by our BDM technique that has no reliance on external
sources of information for sentence and word representation.
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WPDM uses deep aggregated word pair co-occurrence patterns which is a big step
towards improving short text similarity measurement through going beyond single
word level patterns. However, this technique does not make use of biterm topic
model-based global weights that capture the topic-centric importance of word pairs
when calculating short text similarity. Such corpus-level information (i.e., biterm
global weights) were therefore demonstrated to play a decisive role in more e↵ectively
measuring short text distance and similarity.
The poor clustering results achieved by DBSCAN across the three datasets can be
due to the characteristics of DBSCAN where this clustering method cannot perform
well on datasets with large di↵erences in cluster densities. The superior clustering re-
sults achieved by the other two clustering methods compared with those of DBSCAN
may partly be due to the inherent lossy nature of DBSCAN where this method draws
boundaries between clusters over the low-density areas which can include some of the
short text documents in the three datasets under experiment.
Considering the poor clustering performance levels achieved using LDA as the
similarity function, one can conclude that the absence of any external semantic infor-
mation (e.g., word embeddings as utilized by MaLSTM, WMD, and STC2), without
formulating any word co-occurrence patterns beyond single words, and considering
co-occurrence patterns that are limited to the level of short text documents (versus
corpus-level patterns) can be detrimental to e↵ective short text similarity measure-




Measuring short text similarity is a fundamental task due to its important role in
many applications, such as text clustering, information retrieval, and event discovery.
Compared with regular-length documents, short texts have rare word co-occurrence
patterns and lack contextual information, which cause di culties for short text simi-
larity/distance measurement. In this chapter, we proposed BDM using context-aware
weighed biterms for short text distance measurement. BDM overcomes the poor con-
textual information problem of short texts by incorporating the corpus-wide words
co-occurrence patterns. In contrast to several counterpart methods which rely on
external knowledge base, such as word embeddings, to overcome the sparseness that
caused by the limited text length of short texts, the proposed BDM fully exploits
the self-aggregated word relation information in short text datasets. Therefore, BDM
is also more flexible than its counterpart methods when suitable external knowledge
base may not be always available. The experimental results based on thee real-world
corpora demonstrate that BDM is more e↵ective and accurate than several counter-
part methods for measuring short text similarity/distance.
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Chapter 4
The Topic Representative Terms
Discovery (TRTD) Method
The general steps for clustering text data include short text representation, distance
measurement and cluster forming. But some of those steps may encounter di culties
when applied on short text clustering, such as inaccuracy in distance measurement
and ine ciency in cluster grouping. In this chapter, we propose a novel TRTD
method [48] for short text cluster forming, which does not need to compute the pair-
wise distance between short texts and thus improves the clustering e ciency. TRTD
finds the core term groups from short text corpus as virtual clustering centers and
groups short texts into clusters by choosing their most similar virtual centers.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents introduc-
tion. Section 4.2 details the proposed approach. Experimental results are reported
in Section 4.3. We finally summarize this chapter in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Introduction
Short text documents are increasingly available with the advancement of online social
media platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook, Weibo, etc. Clustering short text docu-
ments is one of the most significant text analysis methods to help extract knowledge
from the abundant text data on the internet, such as news titles and tweets. The
applications include event discovery [112], social spam detection [113], sentimental
analysis [4], etc. However, short text clustering is more challenging than the regular
text clustering [29, 30, 43]. It is due to the instant features (e.g., abbreviation and
informal expression) and shortness of the text that brings sparsity, noise and high
dimensionalities in the process of text analytics. Table 4.1 shows three examples of
short text documents. As we can see, short texts contain lots of noise and provide
limited contextual clues for applying traditional data mining techniques. Therefore,
many adapted approaches have been proposed for short text clustering in recent years.
Existing short text clustering methods broadly fall into two categories: representation-
based methods [28,30,37,38] and model-based methods [29,43,46]. The representation-
based methods focus on using enriched or compact features to represent short text
documents to overcome the sparse issues of using vector space model for short text
representation. Then, the conventional clustering methods, such as K-Means [14], are
adopted to group short texts. Example methods in this category include: Wiki Method
[37], DLDA [38], STC2 [30], LSI [58], etc. These methods try to solve the spar-
sity of the raw word feature representation through enriching the short text features
or extracting more compact latent features to represent short texts. For example,
Wiki Method enriches the short text representation with additional features from
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Table 4.1: Examples of three short texts from Twitter. The length of those documents
is limited and each text contains informal terms and abbreviations; these challenge
the clustering of short texts.
Tweet 1: iPhone 3GS Processor / RAM Specs Revealed? If These Are Right - Hurrah!
Tweet 2: Ultimate Festival Band? We’re at Number 3!Keep em’ comin!
Tweet 3: Volkswagen New Beetle 1.8T 193 PK Highline SUPERTUNING!
Wikipedia; DLDA transfers the topic relevant knowledge from auxiliary long texts
to short texts for the topic distribution vector learning; STC2 adopts the pre-trained
word embeddings [61] and Convolutional neural network [114] to learn the deep fea-
ture representation for short texts. However, learning accurate representation for
short texts is not easy since the short text is noisy, sparse and lack of context. Also,
the methods adopt external knowledge base may be inflexible when the relevant con-
textual contents from external resources are rare.
The model-based methods are designed with new clustering strategies for short
text documents to avoid the sparseness issues in the short text representation. Ex-
ample methods include: GSDMM [43], GPU-DMM [44], BTM [28], TermCut [46],
WordCom [29], etc. For instance, Ni et al. [46] have proposed a bisecting clustering
method, TermCut, to extract one core term for each short text cluster. However, sim-
ilar to TextRank [115], a single representative term is often insu cient to determine
the topic of a short text cluster. Jia et al. [29] have proposed a method, WordCom.
It separates words into communities by using a K-Means based community detection
method, k-rank-D [86]. One community represents one topic, and all the words in a
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Figure 4.1: Term frequency distribution in the cluster of short texts on topic “nokia
lumia”. The term frequency distribution shows long tail phenomenon, where several
terms have significant higher frequency. The short texts share common terms such
as “nokia” and “lumia”.
community are treated as the representative terms of a topic. Then, the word com-
munities are used to infer the cluster membership of short texts. However, the word
community often involves noise terms (i.e., low-frequency terms).
Inspired by the previous studies [29, 46, 88], which use words relation network to
address the di culties in short text clustering, in this chapter, we propose a novel
topic representative terms discovery (TRTD) method to find those significant terms
that are closely bound up with each other as a group of topic representative terms


















































Figure 4.2: Illustration of a node-weighted and edge-weighted word graph. Each
node represents a term with corpus-level term frequency as a node weight. Each
edge represents the co-occurrence relation between two terms with the corpus-level
co-occurrence frequency as the edge weight. The topic representative terms within












Assigning  short text to
 its most similar topic term group 
Figure 4.3: The architecture of TRTD for short text clustering.
challenge for the short text clustering. But every coin has two sides, within a limited
length, short texts have to be very concise: using few but highly concentrated topic
representative terms to express the main idea of the underlying topic. In fact, we
have observed that any clusters of short texts about the same topic often share some
common terms (such as “nokia” and “lumia” in Fig. 4.1), and the topic representative
terms within each cluster are closely bounded with each other (we define the closeness
of di↵erent terms using the node/edge weights in word graph as shown in Fig. 4.2).
The proposed TRTD is based on these two key insights.
To extract topic representative term groups, we construct a node-weighted and
edge-weighted word graph (NEWG) for the corpus. Each node denotes a term,
weighted by its term frequency at corpus-level, i.e., term frequencies are measured by
their global term occurrences throughout the whole short text corpus. Each edge is
weighted by the co-occurrence of two corresponding terms at corpus level (see Fig.
4.2). NEWG aggregates the words statistics from the whole short text corpus and
thus relieves the sparse context and word co-occurrence patterns of short texts at doc-
ument level. Then, we locate seed terms, which have node weights relatively higher
than most of their neighbors. For each seed term, we extract the closely bounded
neighbor terms that satisfy the closeness measurement.
Each seed term and its closely bounded neighbor terms form a topic representative
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term group for a short text cluster. Finally, short texts are grouped into a cluster
by joining the most similar topic representative term group. Fig 4.3 shows the archi-
tecture of TRTD for the short text clustering. There are three steps in TRTD: (1)
constructing node/edge-weighted word graph, (2) extracting topical representative
groups and (3) clustering short texts. In step two, we extract the topic representative
term groups based on the closely bound up words relation pattern.
We summarize the main contributions of this chapter as follows:
• We propose a novel topic representative term discovery (TRTD) method for
short text clustering. TRTD defines the closeness between terms using a node-
weighted and edge-weighted word graph. TRTD overcomes shortness and spar-
sity challenges of short texts using the aggregated word relation network built
from the whole short text corpus.
• The proposed TRTD method addresses both insu cient and noise issues in
existing methods of extracting topic representative terms. TRTD can e↵ectively
find those significant terms that are closely bounded up with each other as the
group of topic representative terms.
• We conduct extensive experiments on real-world datasets to demonstrate the
accuracy and e ciency of the proposed TRTD for short text clustering.
4.2 The TRTD method
In this section, we introduce some basic concepts, define the short text clustering
problem, and present our proposed TRTD.
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4.2.1 Basic concepts and problem definition
We adopt the definitions of document and corpus in [55]:
• A document is a sequence of n terms denoted as d = {w1, w2, · · · , wn}, where
wi is the ith term in d. As for short text documents, n is quite small compared
with regular-length documents.
• A corpus is a collection of m document denoted as D = {d1, d2, · · · , dm}.
We have the following definitions used in this chapter:
Definition 1. Node-weighted and edge-weighted word graph (NEWG). In
NEWG, each node represents a term in the short text corpus with the term frequency
as the node weight. Each edge of NEWG represents the co-occurrence relations of two
terms in the short text corpus with the co-occurrence frequency as the edge weight.
NEWG contains the structure of topical representative term groups for each short
text cluster in the corpus.
Definition 2. Seed term. A term in NEWG is defined as seed term if it shows
the following two attributes: (1) significantly higher node weight than most of its
neighboring terms; (2) densely connected with its neighboring term. An example of
seed terms is shown in Fig. 4.2, where nodes “black” and “nokia” are two seed terms.
Definition 3. A liated term. A term in NEWG is defined as a liated term if it
shows strong closeness relationships with a seed term. The relationship between two
terms is investigated in edge weight and node weight.
Given a short text corpus, D, with m unlabeled short texts, the problem of short
text clustering is to partition D into k di↵erent groups, in which short texts in the
same group are more similar to each other than those in other groups.
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4.2.2 The node-weighted and edge-weighted word graph con-
struction
Given a short text corpus D, it contains a collection of short text documents denoted
as D = {d1, d2, · · · , dm}, where m is the number of documents in D.
WordCom [29] also constructs word graph for short text clustering, which ex-
tracts word communities based on word co-occurrences. But WordCom only considers
edge-weighted graphs using word co-occurrences, while the significance of the words
themselves is neglected. Our goal is to find groups of closely bounded significant
terms based on both the closeness of words in co-occurrences and the significance of
individual words.
Here, we construct a node-weighted and edge-weighted graph, G = (V,E), for
words in the texts in D (lines 1–10 in Algorithm 1). The node set, V , consists
of the distinct terms in D, and each node, say w, is weighted by the corresponding
corpus level term frequency, f(w). For an arbitrary edge, e(2 E), linking two nodes
(say, w and v), it represents the co-occurrence of the two corresponding terms, and it
is weighted by the corpus level co-occurrence frequency f(w, v) of the two terms (see
Fig. 4.2 for an illustration). Due to the sparsity of short texts, many words co-occur
only once or twice across all documents. To diminish the impact from these unusual
co-occurrences, we filter them out by the following rule:
Rule 1 : e(w, v) is a valid edge in graph G, if f(w, v)    .
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4.2.3 The topic representative terms discovery
In this section, we extract topic representative term groups based on graph G con-
structed in Section 4.2.2. Before we details the algorithm, we analyze the connection
of intra-cluster terms and the connection of inter-cluster terms. Intuitively, the fre-
quent terms within a cluster are densely connected, while the terms of di↵erent clus-
ters are loosely connected or even disconnected. Fig. 4.2 shows the top 6 frequent
terms from topics “black friday” and “nokia lumia” from the Title dataset [43]
used in this chapter. As we can see, the term black is the most frequent term in the
cluster “black friday”, which acts like a seed term densely connected (i.e., high
co-occurrence) by the other 5 frequent terms (act like black’s a liated terms).
Similar phenomenon can be observed on term nokia in the cluster “nokia lumia”.
Meanwhile, the frequent terms, nokia, lumia, and launch, are also connected to term
black, but with very few connections/supports (e.g., 3 out of 280 from nokia). Our
proposed TRTD is to extract these seed terms and their closely bounded a liated
terms.
Formally, a seed term (see Definition 2) in graph G is a node, whose weight is
relatively higher than most of its neighbors. The following condition gives the criteria
for the seed term selection:
Rule 2 : w is a seed term, if f(w)   f(v), 8 v 2 N(w) and v 62 SeedSet,
where N(w) is the set of w’s neighbors in G, and SeedSet is a set to record the already
discovered seed terms. We define a seed term’s a liated terms (see Definition 3) as
those nodes that not only have a relatively high frequency but also present su cient
supports to the seed term in graph G. The following gives the selection criteria of a
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seed term’s a liated terms:
Rule 3 : v is an a liated term of a seed term w, if f(v)
f(w)     and
f(w,v)
f(v)   ✓,
where   and ✓ are two thresholds. Rule 3 is also used to measure the closeness between
a seed term w and its a liated term v. Note that, the condition f(v)
f(w) requires that v
has a relatively high frequency relative to w, and the condition f(w,v)
f(v) requires that v
gives su cient supports to w. For each seed term w, we use A(w) to denote all the
a liated terms of w. Then, each seed term and its a liated terms form up a topic
representative term group, denoted as c.
Note that, if we randomly search seed terms in graph G, we need to examine one
node multiple times. For example in Figure 4.2, based on the selection criteria in rule
2, both terms black and nokia are extracted as seed terms. Suppose in current round,
the node in examination is nokia but black has not been determined as a seed term,
then term nokia cannot be extracted as a seed term in this round, as its neighbor
black has a higher frequency. Hence, nokia are examined multiple times. To quickly
find all seed terms, we examine all nodes in graph G in descending order in terms of
node weight. In this way, all of the terms in G will be examined only once, which
significantly decreases the computational cost. Lines 11–28 in Algorithm 1 detail
this step.
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Algorithm 1: Topic Representative Term Group Discovery
Input: A corpus D of short text documents, parameters:  ,  , ✓.
Output: Cluster ID for each short text.
1 // Step 1 Constructing word graph.
2 Initiate a multiset V 0 = ;, a multiset E0 = ;, a set SeedSet = ; and a set C = ;.
3 for d 2 D do
4 V 0 = V 0 [ {wi|wi 2 d}.
5 E0 = E0 [ {(w, v)|w 2 d, v 2 d,w 6= v}.
6 end
7 [V, {f(w)}] CountFrequency(V 0).
8 [E, {f(w, v)}] CountFrequency(E0).
9 E = E\{(w, v)|f(w, v) <  }.
10 Construct a node-weighted and edge-weighted graph G based on V and E.
11 //Step 2 Extracting topic representative term groups.
12 Sort nodes in V in descending order according to node weight f(w).
13 for node w 2 V do
14 Retrieve w’s neighbors in G as set N(w).
15 if (f(w)   f(v), 8 v 2 N(w) and v 62 SeedSet) then
16 Initiate a set cw = ; to store seed term w and its a liated terms.
17 Add w into both set SeedSet and set cw.
18 for v 2 N(w) do
19 if ( f(v)f(w)     and
f(w,v)
f(v)   ✓) then
20 Add v into set cw.
21 end
22 end
23 if cw ! = ; then
24 Add w into both set SeedSet and set cw.




29 // Step 3 Clustering short text.
30 for d 2 D do
31 Infer cluster ID for d according to Eq. (4.2.1).
32 end
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4.2.4 The cluster membership assignment
The topic representative term groups are extracted from the short text corpus as core
terms to represent the short text clusters. Therefore, we can use them as the virtual
cluster centers to group short texts. Short texts are clustered into the same group if
they share the same closest cluster center.
We assume that we have extracted K topic representative term groups, C =
{c1, c2, · · · , cK}. We define the similarity between a short text and a keyword group
by considering the length of their overlapped terms. For an arbitrary short text
di 2 D, 1  i  m, we assign the cluster index of di as k, if di has a larger number of
common terms with topic representative term group ck than any other groups. The




|di \ cj|, (4.2.1)
where |di| denotes the number of terms in document di, |di\cj| denotes the number
of common terms shared by di and cj, li 2 [1, K] and it represents the cluster index
of short text document di.
The overall process of TRTD for short text clustering is presented in Algorithm
1. In step 1 from line 1 to 10, we calculate term statistics such as f(w), f(w, v) and
N(w) and construct the node-weighted and edge-weighted word graph G based on
the term statistics. We use function CountFrequency shown in line 7-8 to calculate
the corpus level term frequency and term co-occurred frequency by adding all the
terms and term pairs into two multisets, respectively. In step 2 from line 11 to 28,
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we extract representative topic term groups. We infer the cluster label for short texts
in step 3 from line 29 to 32. Note that, the computational cost of TRTD is involved
in three steps. TRTD firstly extracts the statistical information of words, such as
word frequency and word co-occurrence frequency and constructs node weighted and
edge weighted word graph, with the time cost of O(|D|⇤( l̄⇤(l̄ 1)2 )), where l̄ is the
average length of short text documents, |D| is the document number of the dataset.
Then, TRTD discovers topic representative term groups based on NEWG with the
complexity of O(|V |⇤N̄), where |V | is the vocabulary size and N̄ is the average
e↵ective neighboring terms for the seed terms. Finally, TRTD computes the distance
between short texts and the discovered keyword groups to determine the cluster label
of short texts with the complexity of O(|D|⇤K). The total time complexity of TRTD
is O(|D|⇤( l̄⇤(l̄ 1)2 +K) + |V |⇤N̄).
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4.3 Experiments
Table 4.2: Statistics of the short text datasets.
Dataset Title Tweet
Document size 56, 886 167,136
Vocabulary size 19, 120 70,423
Average length of documents 6.10 7.54
Cluster number 73 164
Maximum cluster size 22, 745 105,485
Minimum cluster size 50 50
Average cluster size 779 1, 019
In this section, we present the adopted real-word datasets in Section 4.3.1, introduce
the counterpart methods in Section 4.3.2, show the adopted evaluation metrics in
Section 4.3.3, discuss the optimal parameters of the proposed method in Section
4.3.4, and evaluate the accuracy, e ciency, and e↵ectiveness of the proposed method
in Section 4.3.5, Section 4.3.6, and Section 4.3.7, respectively.
4.3.1 Datasets
We have applied two real-word short text datasets with ground truth cluster labels
in our experiments. Table 4.2 shows the basic statistics of the datasets.
Title Dataset. The Title dataset is a combination of news titles provided by Yin
et al. [43] and Huang et al. [107]. The original news titles dataset provided Yin et
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al. was crawled on November 27, 2013 from Google News website. Huang et al.
crawled the news titles published between July 1, 2013 and November 2, 2013 from
the website InfoPig 1 and they has identified around 20 events from the news titles.
Here, we combine the two datasets into a bigger news title dataset. We remove the
news title clusters that contain less than 50 short texts. The combined Title dataset
includes 56, 886 di↵erent news titles and each title averagely comprises 6.10 words.
These titles have been grouped into 73 clusters and they have 19, 120 distinct words
in the dataset. The maximum title cluster contains 22, 745 short texts. The minimum
cluster contains 50 short text documents. The average cluster size is 779.
Tweet Dataset. The Tweet dataset is a combination of tweets provied by Yin et
al. [99] and Yang et al. [116]. Yin et al. collected tweets on Text REtrieval Conference
(TREC) 2 in the 2011-2015 micro-blog tracks. We select the tweets provided by Yang
et al. related to 16 di↵erent events happened in June 2009. To find the true historical
events, we exploit the website 3 which records the major historical events happened in
the world. Here,we combine the two tweet datasets into a bigger new tweet dataset.
We remove the tweets clusters that contain less than 50 short texts. The combined
Tweet dataset contains 167, 136 tweets and each tweet averagely comprises 7.54 words.
These tweets have been grouped into 164 clusters and they have 70, 423 distinct words
in the dataset. The maximum tweet cluster contains 105, 485 tweets. The minimum
cluster has 50 tweets. The average cluster size is 1, 019.








pre-processing steps on the original datasets: removing duplicated short text docu-
ments, converting letters into lowercase, removing stop words and words stemming.
4.3.2 Counterpart methods
We have compared the proposed TRTD with the following methods for the short text
clustering.
GSDMM [43] is a model-based clustering method for short texts. It assumes that
each short text is generated from single latent topic and use Gibbs sampling technique
to infer the topic index for each short text. Short texts belong to the same latent
topic are grouped as a cluster.
BTM [28] is a probabilistic topic model for short texts. BTM infers the topics of
short text corpus with the assumption that two co-occurrence words in a short text
documents are generated from the same topic. BTM aims to overcome the sparsity
of short texts by explicitly modeling the word co-occurrence patterns.
GPU-DMM [44] is a probabilistic topic model for short texts based on the Dirichlet
Multinomial Mixture (DMM) model. GPU-DMM aims to ease the context sparsity
of short texts by incorporating the recent neural network language model techniques
to promote the semantically related words but rarely co-occurred words under the
same topic with the generalized Polya urn (GPU) model.
STC2 [30] is a deep learning based clustering framework for short texts. It first
adopts Convolutional Neural Networks to learn deep representation for short texts.
After that, based on the new representations of short texts, K-Means is used to do
the clustering task.
LDA [55] is a topic model based on assumptions that documents are generated
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by mixture latent topics in the corpus. Each document can be represented with a
topic distribution vector which is inferred based on the words occurrence patterns.
K-Means is adopted on the topic distribution representation for clustering task.
LSI [58] adopts singular value decomposition to factorize document-term matrix to
identify patterns in the relationships between the document and the latent semantic
space. Similar to LDA, the raw highly dimensional representation for documents
in vector space model can be reduced into lower dimensional latent semantic space.
K-Means is adopted on the latent semantic space representation for clustering task.
TextRank [115] is a graph-based ranking model for text processing. It can be
used to find the keywords for a regular-sized document. It constructs word graph
with edge weight based word co-occurrence frequency. For clustering short text data,
we adopt the cluster membership assignment strategies shown in Section 4.2.4.
We adopt the open source codes for GSDMM, BTM, GPU-DMM, STC2 and
TextRank. For the implementation of LDA and LSI, we use the machine learning
packages: scikit-learn [117] and Gensim 4. For BTM, GSDMM, GPU-DMM and LDA,
they involve two main parameters: the topic number, K, and the Gibbs sampling
iteration number, I. We set K as the cluster numbers in the dataset and I as 500 for
better accuracy. All the methods are run for 10 times to report the average clustering
accuracy.
4.3.3 Evaluation metrics
As the adopted short text datasets include the ground truth with cluster labels, we




Mutual Information (AMI) [118] and Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [28] for
clustering accuracy evaluation. We assume that the ground truth cluster partition of
the dataset is denoted as C = {c1, · · · , cJ}, where ci is the i-th cluster in the dataset.
The predicted partitions for the dataset is denoted as ⌦ = {!1, · · · ,!K}, where !j is
the j-th predicted cluster for the dataset. The metrics are explained as follows:
Adjusted Rand Index (ARI). The clustering process can be regard as a series
of decisions to decide the cluster label of two short texts. If two short texts are
originally in the same ground truth cluster and are predicted into the same cluster,
or they are not in the same ground truth cluster but predicted into di↵erent clusters,
then the decision is correct. Rand Index calculates the percentage of correct decisions.



















































Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI). Mutual Information measures the per-
centage of same information sharing by two partitions. AMI improves for the fact
that the MI is biased for two partitions with a larger number of clusters. Let I(⌦; C)
denote the mutual information of the two predicted partition and ground truth par-
tition for the dataset. H(⌦) and H(⌦) denote the entropy of ⌦ and C. E[I(⌦; C)]
denotes the expectation of I(⌦; C). AMI is defined as follows:
AMI(⌦, C) =
I(⌦; C)   E[I(⌦; C)]
max[H(⌦), H(C)]   E[I(⌦; C)]
(4.3.2)
Normalized Mutual Information (NMI). NMI is designed as a tradeo↵ be-
tween the quality of the clustering and the number of clusters. Similar to AMI, NMI
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Figure 4.4: TRTD parameter analysis for the Title dataset.
















































Figure 4.5: TRTD parameter analysis for Tweet dataset.
is also an entropy-based metric that explicitly measures the amount of statistical





The range of ARI, AMI and NMI is from 0 to 1, the larger value indicates the
higher agreement between the ground truth partitions C and the predicted partitions
⌦ for the dataset.
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4.3.4 Optimal parameter analysis
In this subsection, we study the optimal parameter settings of TRTD.
Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 show the clustering accuracy of TRTD with di↵erent parameter
settings on Title and Tweet, respectively. More specifically, Figs. 4.4 (a) and 4.5 (a)
show the performance of TRTD changing with di↵erent   setting. Here, we fix   and
✓ with the best performance setting. As the Tweet dataset is much larger than the
remaining two datasets, therefore, the parameter   on the Tweet dataset is set from
10 to 200. As we can see, almost all of the three metrics show similar trend with
the changing of   on the datasets. Also, the performance of TRTD does not change
too much with the varying of   setting. This indicates that TRTD is insensitive to
parameter  .
Figs. 4.4 (b) and 4.5 (b) present the performance analysis of TRTD with   varying
from 0 to 1. We can see that all of the metrics have the similar trend when   changes.
Specifically, the performance of TRTD on Title and Tweet datasets show di↵erent
trend when   less than 0.4. After   is above 0.4, the performance of TRTD on the
two datasets show quite similar trend with the changing of parameter  .
Figs. 4.4 (c) and 4.5 (c) present the performance analysis of TRTD with ✓ varying
from 0 to 1. The value of tree metrics still show similar trend when ✓ is changed. We
can see that the best ✓ setting for Title datasets is around 0.5. As for Tweet dataset,
a higher ✓ setting shows better cluster performance. From the analysis result of Figs.
4.4 and 4.5, we can set the optimal parameter for TRTD on the two datasets. The
optimal parameter settings for Title are set as:   = 30,   = 0.2, and ✓ = 0.5. As for
Tweet dataset, we set   = 50,   = 0.1, and ✓ = 0.8.
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4.3.5 Accuracy evaluation
Table 4.3: Short text clustering accuracy comparison among methods on di↵erent
datasets. The score in bold indicates the best accuracy. The score with underline
indicates the second best accuracy.

































In this subsection, we report the clustering accuracy of TRTD and the compared
methods. Table 4.3 shows the clustering performance of all methods on the two short
text datasets.
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As we can see in Table 4.3, TRTD can achieve the best clustering performance
on the two short text datasets. Specifically, the ARI results of TRTD are much
better than its counterpart methods, which are 0.828 and 0.849 on Title and Tweet
datasets, respectively. Meanwhile, the NMI accuracy of TRTD reaches around 0.8 on
both datasets and is better than GSDMM which achieves the second best NMI result
on two datasets. What is more, the AMI result of TRTD is around 0.75 and 0.78 on
the two datasets, which is also much better than the couterpart methods.
The most competitive methods for TRTD are GSDMM and GPU-DMM, which
generally achieve the second best clustering accuracy on Title and Trec datasets.
Detailedly, GSDMM and GPU-DMM achieve around 0.72 and 0.62 NMI accuracy on
Title and Tweet datasets, respectively. As for ARI result, GSDMM achieves around
0.232, which is slight better than GPUDMM. For AMI accuracy, the two methods
also show similar results, with 0.61 and 0.51 on two datasets, respectively. Both
GSDMM and GPU-DMM adopt the Dirichlet mixture model to discover the topic
index for short text corpus. Di↵erent from GSDMM, GPU-DMM incorporates the
word semantic similarity using word embedding techniques. From the result, we can
see that both methods do not perform well on large short text corpus.
STC2 incorporates semantic information from the word embedding techniques and
adopts Convolutional Neural Network to learn deep representation for short texts. It
achieves 0.46 and 0.38 NMI accuracy on the two datasets. But STC2 shows worse
ARI accuracy results, which are around 0.06 and 0.01 on the two datasets. LSI shows
better NMI results than STC2, which are around 0.59 and 0.50. The NMI results
of LDA are around 0.40 and 0.37 on the two datasets, but LDA also shows worse
ARI results. As LDA is a topic model for regular-length documents, it assumes that
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each document contains several di↵erent latent topics or semantics. This assumption
may be not suitable for short texts due to their significant shortness and sparseness.
Hence, LDA does not show better result compared with the other methods. “-” in
Table 4.3 indicates that we did not get results for TextRank on much bigger dataset
as TextRank need lots of memory resources. TextRank achieves much better result
on Title dataset than STC2, LSI and LDA. This indicates that using keywords is
promising to cluster short text corpus. But TextRank does not show better result
compared with TRTD. TextRank extracts keywords but it can not determine if several
keywords are from the same short text group. The results indicate that our proposed
TRTD is better than TextRank for short text clustering.
4.3.6 E ciency evaluation
In this subsection, we demonstrate the e ciency of TRTD. All the experiments were
conducted on a Linux Server with 2.30 GHz CPU and 64GB memory. TRTD, BTM,
GPU-DMM, LDA, LSI, and TextRank were implemented in Python. GSDMM were
implemented in Java. For the probabilistic model based methods like BTM, GSDMM,
GPU-DMM, and LDA, we set their iteration number with 100 as an lower iteration
setting will lead to inaccurate clustering result.
Fig. 4.6 shows the execution time of di↵erent methods changing with the increased
data sizes. As we can see, the time cost for these methods are approximately linear to
the size of the dataset, but their running speed is di↵erent. TRTD costs less execution
time and is apparently faster than other methods. On the contrary, the counterpart
methods show worse e ciency compared with TRTD. Taking BTM as an example,
BTM need to repetitively sample topic for each bi-term of the dataset multiple times
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Figure 4.6: Time cost of di↵erent methods.
and show the worst time e ciency among all the methods. GSDMM and LSI show
similar time cost within the increasing of dataset size.
4.3.7 E↵ectiveness analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the e↵ectiveness of topic representative terms discovered
by TRTD, GSDMM, BTM, and GPU-DMM. We choose 5 large topics (“rogen west”,
“music gala”, “packer rodgers”, “syria peace”, and “alec baldwin”), which are
supported by large numbers of short texts in the Title dataset. We adopt the top
10 most frequent terms in each cluster to represent the topic. Table 4.4 shows the
ground truth and Tables 4.5-4.8 show the results of topic representative term groups
discovered by TRTD, GSDMM, BTM, and GPUDMM, respectively.
Compared with the ground truth in Table 4.4, we can observe that TRTD (as
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Table 4.4: The topic representative terms in the example short text topics.
Topic Representative words
“rogen west” rogen franco seth bound james kanye west video kim parody
“music gala” prince william taylor swift bon jovi jon prayer gala sings
“packer rodgers” packer viking rodgers lion flynn aaron green bay matt tie
“syria peace” syria talk peace geneva syrian january iran conference set opposi-
tion
“alec baldwin” baldwin alec msnbc gay slur late fired talk cancel joan
Table 4.5: The topic representative terms discoverd by TRTD. The terms in bold are
wrongly detected.
Topic Representative words
”rogen west” kanye west kim kardashian franco rogen bound james seth parody
“music gala” taylor prince william swift bon jovi jon prayer gala sings
“packer rodgers” packer viking rodgers lion green tie flynn matt tolzien
“syria peace” talk syria peace geneva syrian iran january
“alec baldwin” baldwin alec msnbc late gay slur defends fired cancel joan
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Table 4.6: The topic representative terms discoverd by GSDMM. The terms in bold
are wrongly detected.
Topic Representative words
“rogen west” rogen franco bound seth kanye james west video kim parody
“music gala” taylor prince william swift bon jovi jon prayer gala sings
“packer rodgers” packer patriot bronco viking rodgers lion flynn aaron green matt
“syria peace” syria peace watkins syrian geneva talk iran lostprophets assad
jan
“alec baldwin” baldwin alec oldboy msnbc gay spike lee cancel slur fired
Table 4.7: The topic representative terms discoverd by BTM. The terms in bold are
wrongly detected.
Topic Representative words
”rogen west” rogen franco seth james bound kanye west video parody kim
”music gala” taylor prince william swift bon jovi jon prayer gala sings
“packer rodgers” packer viking flynn matt tolzien tie game scott qb peterson
“syria peace” talk syria peace geneva syrian january will set conference govern-
ment
“alec baldwin” baldwin alec msnbc gay slur late talk joan river cancel
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Table 4.8: The topic representative terms discoverd by GPU-DMM. The terms in
bold are wrongly detected.
Topic Representative words
”rogen west” kanye rogen franco bound seth james west kim video parody
”music gala ” taylor william prince swift bon jovi jon prayer gala sings
“packer rodgers” packer viking rodgers lion flynn aaron green bay matt tie
“syria peace” talk syria peace geneva security karzai syrian deal january
afghan
“alec baldwin” kobe bryant baldwin lakers alec msnbc extension contract
year gay
shown in Table 4.5) can discover accurate top frequent topic terms than other methods
(as shown in Tables 4.5-4.8. Taking the topic “packer rodgers” as an example, TRTD
can discover 9 out of 10 most representative words for the cluster “packer rodgers”,
while BTM misses 5 and GSDMM misses 3.
GPU-DMM is accurate to discover the top frequent representative terms for
topic “rogen west”,“music gala”, and “packer rodgers”, but fails to discover the
other two topics: “syria peace” and “alec baldwin”. For example, the topic “alec
baldwin” is about the scandal news of movie star “Alec Baldwin”, but GPU-DMM
also extracts the basketball star ”Kobe Bryant” as the representative for this topic.
The proposed TRTD focuses on discovering the most significant term groups for short
text clustering by considering the closeness relations of two terms in the word network.
Therefore, TRTD can discover more accurate top frequent terms as the representative
terms and filters trivial terms at the same time.
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4.4 Summary
We proposed a topic representative terms discovery (TRTD) method for short text
clustering in this chapter. TRTD exploits a node-weighted and edge-weighted word
graph to find groups of significant terms that are closely bounded up with each other
as groups of topic representative terms, which resolve the noisy and insu cient topic
term discovery problem. Using topic representative term groups that found by TRTD
for short text clustering can also resolve the problems of sparsity and noise in short
texts. Extensive experiments on the real-world datasets show that our approach is
more accurate, more e↵ective and more e cient than several counterpart methods.
Some future directions can be explored based on our proposed TRTD. As TRTD is
e cient and e↵ective, one of the potential research aspects is to extend TRTD to
cope with continuously generated short text streams.
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Chapter 5
The Evolutionary Word Relation
Network (EWNStream) Method
Short texts are closely related to people’s daily activities and they are continuously
generated and frequently updated by users. The potentially unbounded short texts in
the data streams require the clustering methods to capture the dynamics of content
in the stream and be e cient to process the large scale data at the same time. In
this chapter, we propose a novel dynamic clustering method for short texts in streams
using evolutionary word relation network (EWNStream) method [49]. EWNStream
addresses the two requirements by designing an evolutionary word network to capture
the changing of word relations and exploiting an e cient keyword group discovery
method to address the e ciency.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents the introduc-
tion. Section 5.2 details the proposed approach. Experimental results are reported
in Section 5.3. We finally summarize this chapter in Section 5.4.
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5.1 Introduction
With the explosive development of web 2.0 based applications, such as Twitter, Face-
book, and Weibo, a large amount of user generated content, usually in the form of
short texts (e.g., tweets, questions, reviews), continuously appears in a stream mode.
Clustering analysis is an important unsupervised technique to automatically extract
the important knowledge from the short text streams [89]. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the
scenario of short text stream clustering. With the continuously generating of short
texts (shown as the left side of Fig. 5.1), the stream clustering methods need to
quickly assign the data into di↵erent clusters (shown as the right side of Fig. 5.1).
The clusters should be dynamically generated to cope with the evolution of data in
the stream. With the increasing popularity of social media among users, clustering
analysis for short text streams has many applications, such as the geographical event
tracking [94] for smart cities and the user behavior analysis [119] for monitoring the
large scale social interest trends.
However, clustering short text in streams faces challenges. Short texts are gener-
ally short and sparse compared with the regular-sized documents. Hence, it is di cult
to extract useful knowledge at document level [28]. Meanwhile, short texts are gen-
erally related to real-life events and various new events continuously appear in the
world [93,107]. Therefore, it is better to incrementally discover new clusters from the
short text streams [98].
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the proposed EWNStream method.
Generally, the existing work for short text stream clustering can be classified
into two categories: the similarity-based methods [90–94] and the topic tracking-
based methods [95,96,98,99]. The similarity-based methods tackle the challenges by
maintaining the cluster data structures in an online fashion to capture the evolution of
data in the stream. The data structure is used to summarize the statistics of clusters.
Based on the pre-defined similarity threshold, short texts are either merged into the
existing cluster or create a new cluster. However, in this type of methods, short texts
are usually represented as a high-dimensional and sparse term weight vector, which is
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less discriminative for the similarity measurement between short texts and the cluster
vectors [33].
The topic tracking-based methods tackle the challenges by making strong assump-
tion and inferring the latent topics distribution in a dynamic way. For example, Liang
et al. have proposed DCT [98], which assumes that a short text is generated by a
single latent topic and the topic distributions inferred at previous batch is used as
prior parameters for its next batch’s topic mining. However, this type of methods
requires multiple iterations of sampling operations on the text documents to get the
posterior parameters for the topic distributions. Hence, they are generally ine cient
in processing a large scale of stream text.
In this chapter, we propose the EWNStream method. In contrast to the similarity-
based methods and the topic tracking-based methods, EWNStream compresses the
latent topic information of short text documents into the node-weighted and edge-
weighted word relation network. The node weight and edge weight are defined as
words frequency and words co-occurrence frequency, which are extracted from the
batches of short texts in the stream. Both weights will be dynamically updated with
the arrival of new batches of short texts. As the word co-occurrence patterns have
been proved to be the basis for the probabilistic generative topic models [55,95,98,99]
to infer the topic distribution. Hence, it is reasonable that the word relation network
can captures the latent and dynamic topics (or clusters) for the short texts in streams.
As short texts generally contain few meaningful keywords and the short texts of
the same topic tend to share the common keywords. It is promising to discover the
keywords of a topic for the short text clustering from the aggregated word relation
network to overcome the sparseness of short texts at document level. In EWNStream,
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we develop a keyword group discovery strategy to identify di↵erent keyword groups
using the word relation network. Our proposed keyword group strategy is designed to
find representative keywords with high frequency and to make sure that the keywords
of a cluster are closely related to each other. To achieve the purpose, we fully exploit
the words co-occurrence patterns and the word frequency in the word relation network.
To group short texts, the discovered keyword groups are used as the virtual cluster
centers. Short texts are clustered by choosing the closest centers. To cope with the
dynamic topic changing of short text stream, word relations are updated with the new
arriving of text data. Meanwhile, a decay strategy is also introduced on word relation
network to gradually delete the outdated word relations. Each time after the word
relation network has been updated, the keyword groups are also updated to capture
the change of data in the stream. Fig.5.2 illustrates the process of EWNStream. We
process the stream in a batch mode. The word relation network is updated when a
new batch of data arrives in the stream. Meanwhile, the keyword groups are updated
from the word relation network to capture the change and cluster the new data.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
• We overcome the sparseness of short text by discovering keyword groups from
word relation network. The word relation network is built with the aggregated
word statistical patterns. The keyword groups are used as cluster centers to
group short texts into di↵erent categories.
• We handle the dynamically changing data in short text streams by incrementally
updating word relation network. New keyword groups are discovered from the
updated word relation network from short text clustering. Old keyword groups
are deleted with the decay strategies on word relation network.
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• We conduct extensive experiments on a real-world dataset. The experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves better accuracy and
e ciency for clustering short texts in streams.
5.2 The EWNStream method
In this section, we details the EWNStream method. We introduce how to construct a
word relation network and discover keyword groups. We then explain how to update
the word relation network with a decay model and dynamically cluster the short texts
in streams.
5.2.1 The word relation network
To cluster short text streams, the first challenge comes from the data themselves.
Due to the limited length, short texts are quite sparse and lack of context. Therefore,
representing short texts as term vectors lead to the high-dimensional and sparse
issues. Here, we find the keyword groups from word relation network to help short
text clustering. We denote the whole short text stream as follows:
S = {· · · , Dt 1, Dt, Dt+1, · · ·},
where Dt is the t-th batch of short texts in stream S. we construct a node-weighted
and edge-weighted word relation network from the first batch of short texts in S.
Each node represents a word and the node weight is the word frequency in all of
the arrived text data. Each edge represents that two nodes have co-occurred in a
document and the edge weight is the co-occurrence frequency between two nodes in
all of the arrived text data. For each short text di 2 Dl, it can be presented as a
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collection of words denoted by di = {wi,1, · · · , wi,ni}, where wi,j is the j-th word (or
term) in di and ni is the number of words in di. We denote the word relation network
created from the first batch of short texts, D1, as G1 = (V,E). The node set, V , is
a collection of words in D1, each node in V is weighted by its term frequency in D1.
For each arbitrary edge e 2 E, it represents the co-occurrence of two words (say, w
and v) in V , the edge weight of e is denoted as the co-occurrence frequency of f(w, v).
Due to the limited length and sparsity of short texts, many words may have low co-
occurrence frequencies. To diminish the impact from these unusual co-occurrences,
we choose the edge for the word graph by applying a threshold,  :
e(w, v) 2 E if f(w, v)    .
After constructing the word-weighted and edge-weighted word relation network
using the first the batch of short texts, Dl, in stream S, we can start to mine keyword
groups for the di↵erent short text clusters. Note that the word relation network is
updated incrementally when the new batch of short texts flow into the stream.
5.2.2 The keyword group discovery
In this step, we introduce how to discover keyword groups for di↵erent short text
clusters from the word relation network. According to our observation, the keyword
terms for a short text cluster (or a topic) show two attributes: (1) the term fre-
quency is significantly higher among all the terms in a cluster (or a topic); (2) the
co-occurrence frequency among the keyword terms is significantly greater than the
other normal terms. That is to say, the keyword terms for a short text cluster (or a
topic) are close to each other and have relatively higher term frequency.
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To locate a keyword group, we find a node that has the highest node weight than
its neighboring nodes in the word relation network. We then define this type of node
as seed node. Formally, the following criteria is used for the seed node selection:
w is a seed node, if f(w)   f(v), 8 v 2 N(w) and v 62 SeedSet, (5.2.1)
where N(w) is the neighbor node of w and SeedSet is the collection set of current seed
nodes. As the keywords related to the same cluster or topic may be closely related to
each other on the word relation network, while keywords in di↵erent groups are far
away to each other. Therefore, after we find a seed node, w, we can form a keyword
group by incorporating the neighbor nodes of w that w. The closeness between the
seed node w and its neighbor node, v, is defined as follows:
C(w, v) = ↵
N(w) \ N(v)
N(w) [ N(v)




where ↵ 2 [0, 1] is the weight coe cient. Here, the closeness between the seed node, w,
and its neighbor node, v, is considered from two aspects. The first part of C(w, v) in-
dicates the Jaccard similarity between w and v with the consideration of the common
co-occurred terms. The second part of C(w, v) indicates the co-occurrence similarity
of the neighbor node v of seed node w. The value range of closeness metric is from
0 to 1. If the closeness C(w, v)    , where   is a given threshold, then node v is
defined as an a liated node of the seed node, w.
As the seed node, w, has the locally highest frequency, the selected a liated nodes
of w also show a relatively higher frequency in order to be selected as an a liated
node. Therefore, w and its a liated nodes are closely related to each other and
have the higher frequency. Hence, we use the the seed node, w, and its a liated
nodes to form a keyword group. We use a set, K, to denote the keyword groups,
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K = {k1, · · · , km}, where m is the discovered term group number and the number of
term groups may change when the new short text flows in. ki is the i-th discovered
topical representative term group, ki = {wi,1, · · · , wi,|ki|}.
Algorithm 2 presents the process of discovering keyword groups from the input
word relation network, G = (V,E). We first initialize variables SeedSet and K as
empty sets at line 1. Then, we sort the nodes in V in descending order according to
the node weight at line 2. Sorting all the nodes in descending order at line 2 is to
check all the nodes on the word relation network in a fixed order. At lines 3-15, we
use a loop to judge if the node in V could be a seed node. As some detected seed
nodes may have no a liated nodes to form the keyword groups, therefore, we only
retain the non-empty keyword groups at lines 12-15.
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Algorithm 2: Keyword Group Discovery (KGD).
Input: Word relation graph G = (V,E), parameters:  .
Output: Keyword group set K.
1 Initialize a set SeedSet = ; and a set K = ;.
2 Sort nodes in V in descending order according to node weight f(w).
3 for w 2 V do
4 Retrieve w’s neighboring nodes in G as set N(w).
5 if (f(w)   f(v), 8 v 2 N(w) and v 62 SeedSet) then
6 Initiate a set kw = ; to store seed node w and its a liated terms.
7 for v 2 N(w) do
8 if C(w, v)     then
9 Add v into set kw.
10 end
11 end
12 if kw ! = ; then
13 Add w into both set SeedSet and set kw.




5.2.3 The decay model
For most short text clusters (related to break news, sport matches and celebrities)
in the text stream, they usually do not last for a long time period. Therefore it is
necessary and safe to delete the outdated word relations. In order to achieve this
goal, we decay the node and edge weights ( word frequency and word co-occurrence
frequency ) in the word relation network. Here, we adopt the exponential decay
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function as follows:




where N0 is the initial quantity, N(t) is the decayed quantity after time t,   is the
decay rate. We decay the node weight and edge weight in the word relation graph
with Eq.5.2.3. In this way, the outdated keyword groups gradually disappear in the
word relation network.
5.2.4 The evolutionary update for the word relation network
In this subsection, we introduce how to update the word relation network to dynami-
cally discover keyword groups for the short text stream clustering. As the new clusters
tend to appear and old clusters tend to vanish in the streaming process. Therefore,
new relations between words need to be updated and the old relations of words need
to be decayed with time.
We assume that the word relation graph at batch t is Gt(V,E) and the discovered
keyword groups are denoted as Kt. For a new arriving batch of short texts Dt+1, we
update the t-th batch of word relation network Gt to Gt+1 by first decay Gt. We use
Gt(w) and Gt(w, v) to denote the node weight of w and edge weight between w and
v. We decay Gt according to Eq. 5.2.3 in two aspects: the node weight and the edge
weight. The node weight is updated as follows:
Gt+1(w) = Gt(w) ⇥ exp (  ((t+ 1)w   tw)) + fDt+1(w), (5.2.4)
where tw and (t+1)w denote the last appearance time of word w in batch t and t+1,
respectively, and fDt+1(w) denotes the frequency of word w in batch t+ 1. If word w
do not appears in batch t+ 1, then we use the end time of batch t+ 1 as (t+ 1)w.
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The edge weight is updated as follows:
Gt+1(w, v) = Gt(w, v) ⇥ exp (  ((t+ 1)w,v   tw,v)) + fDt+1(w, v), (5.2.5)
where tw,v and (t+1)w,v denote the last appearance time of word w in batch t and
t + 1, respectively, and fDt+1(w, v) denotes the frequency of word w in batch t + 1.
If word w and v do not appear together in batch t + 1, then we use the end time of
batch t+ 1 as (t+ 1)w,v.
According to Eq. 5.2.4 and Eq. 5.2.5, the weights for nodes and the edges in
the word relation network will gradually decrease to zero if there are no updates in
the new arriving batches. Therefore, the keyword groups for the old clusters in the
stream tend to disappear. Meanwhile, if new events or topics appear in the short text
stream, the word relation network will be updated with new nodes and edges and
new keyword groups will be detected.
5.2.5 Dynamic clustering of short text streams
For the arriving batch of short texts, we predict the cluster label for each short text in
the batch using the keyword groups discovered from the corresponding updated word
relation network. Formally, for stream S = {· · · , Dt 1, Dt, Dt+1}, we update the word
relation network gradually as {· · · , Gt 1, Gt, Gt+1, · · · , } and discover keyword groups
as {· · · , Kt 1, Kt, Kt+1, · · ·}. The cluster membership for short text dt,i in batch Dt
is predicted as follows:
ci,t = argmax
kt,j2Kt
|dt,i \ kt,j|, (5.2.6)
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Algorithm 3 presents the process to cluster short text streams. The short text
stream is processed in a batch mode. Each time, a batch of short texts is extracted
from the short text stream S. The word relation network, G, is constructed at the
first batch and is updated to capture the changing of data in the stream when new
batches arrive. Lines 2-8 are used to create or update the word relation network, G.
We use the keyword discovery methods to discover the updated keyword groups at
Line 10. The cluster memberships of short texts in each batch are predicted at lines
11-13.
Algorithm 3: EWNStream for short text stream clustering.
Input: short text stream S , parameters:  ,  .
Output: cluster labels for short texts in S.
1 while !S.end() do
2 get the t-th batch of short texts Dt from S
3 if t == 1 then
4 create word relation network G1(V,E) from D1.
5 end
6 else
7 update word relation network Gt 1 to Gt according to Eq. 5.2.4 and
Eq. 5.2.5.
8 end
9 //use keyword group discovery methods in Algorithm 2.
10 Kt = KGD(Gt,  )
11 for di,t 2 Dt do





In this section, we present the adopted real-word dataset in Section 5.3.1, introduce
the counterpart methods in Section 5.3.2, show the adopted evaluation metrics in
Section 5.3.3, discuss the optimal parameters of the proposed method in Section
5.3.4, and evaluate the accuracy and e ciency of the proposed method in Section
5.3.5 and Section 5.3.6, respectively.
Table 5.1: TweetSet.
Dataset #docs #terms avg-length #clusters
TweetSet 143, 971 66, 288 7.44 16
5.3.1 Dataset
Our experiments are carried out on a real-word short text dataset crawled from social
network: Twitter. Table 4.2 shows the basic statistics of the adopted dataset.
The original Tweets dataset is collected by Yang et al. [116] during the time period
from June 2009 to December 2009. Here, We select the tweets related to 16 di↵erent
events happened in June 2009. To find the true historical events, we exploit the
website 1 which records the major historical events happened in the world. We use
the keywords provided by the website for each event as queries to retrieve the relevant
tweets. After removing the non-relevant tweets, we have constructed a dataset with
16 categories and totally 143, 971 tweets. We call this dataset as TweetSet.




letters into lowercase; (2) remove stop words and non-English characters; (3) remove
words whose length less than 3 and (4) remove document length less than 3.
5.3.2 Counterpart methods.
We compared the proposed methods with the following state-of-the-art methods:
• MStream [99]. This method adopts the Dirichlet Process Mixture Model
(DPMM) [120] to process stream documents. Di↵erent from DMM, DPMM
exploits the Dirichlet Process mechanism to automatically capture the change
of the clusters in the streaming documents.
• Sumblr [93]. This method compresses the information of tweets into dynamic
statistical data structure called Tweet Cluster vector (TCV) and uses TCVs to
represent di↵erent clusters. The newly coming tweets are either merged into
the current clusters or start a new cluster based on the distance between tweets
and TCVs.
• Dynamic topic model (DTM) [95]. This method is an extension of Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [55] to infer the dynamic topic distribution for the
streaming corpus. DTM adopts multiple LDA models to process the documents
in di↵erent time spans.
The parameters for the counterpart methods are well tuned. For MStream, we
set ↵ = 0.03 and   = 0.03. For DTM, we set ↵ = 0.01. The number of iterations for
MStream and DTM are set as 10. The topic number k of DTM are set as 20. For
Sumblr, we set   = 0.1. The number of batches is set as 16 for all the methods if not
specified.
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Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is a popuar metric to evaluate the cluster-
ing quality [28, 99]. NMI measures the similarity between the ground truth clus-
ter partition of the dataset and the predicted cluster partition of the dataset. Let
C = {c1, · · · , cP} denotes the ground truth cluster partitions in the datasets and
⌦ = {!1, · · · ,!Q} denotes the predicted partitions for the datasets. Normalized Mu-























where N is the number of documents in the dataset. Note that, the NMI value ranges
from 0 to 1 and larger NMI value indicates better clustering quality.
5.3.4 Optimal parameter analysis
In this section, we analyze the optimal parameter setting for the involved parameters
( ,  ) in the proposed methods. Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 show the NMI accuracy of EWN-
Stream under di↵erent parameter settings on TweetSet. Specifically, Fig. 5.3 shows
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Figure 5.5: Clustering performance analysis on TweetSet.
the influence of weight threshold ,  , on EWNStream by fixing the parameter, ✓. The
best   setting is around 30. As parameter   controls the edge weight for the word
relation network,   can remove the useless word co-occurrence relations. However, if
  is too big, than useful word co-occurrence relations may also be filtered. Hence, a
medium value for   is the better choice. Similarly, Fig. 5.4 shows the influence of  
on the performance of EWNStream by fixing ↵. As we can see, a higher   leads to
the better clustering performance. The best performance appears when   is around
0.8. From Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, we can make a conclusion that the best parameter values
for TweetSet are   = 30 and   = 0.8.
5.3.5 Accuracy evaluation
In Fig. 5.5, we compare the NMI accuracy of di↵erent methods on TweetSet datasets
with the same batch number setting. Here, the batch number for EWNStream,
MStream and DTM is set as 16. For TweetSet, the proposed method achieves around
a NMI accuracy of 0.80, which outperforms the counterpart methods significantly.
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MStream is the second for TweetSet, which is around 0.5. MStream adopts a Dirichlet
Process mechanism to automatically adjust cluster number for the short text streams,
but the Dirichlet Process relies on a rich word co-occurrence patterns to generate a
new cluster. However, most word pairs in short text corpus show quite sparse word
co-occurrence relations. The NMI accuracies of Sumblr and DTM are around 0.47
and 0.30, respectively. Sumblr adopts the vector space model to represent short texts
for the similarity calculation, which is not accurate. DTM also relies on a rich word
co-occurrence pattern to accurately infer the topic distribution, its performance is
influenced by the sparsity of short texts.
Fig. 5.6 shows the influence of batch numbers for di↵erent methods on TweetSet.
The batch number setting varies from 2 to 16. As we can see, the performance of the
proposed method is stable with di↵erent batch numbers and achieves around 0.80 NMI
accuracy and outperforms its counterpart at di↵erent batch number settings. DTM
shows the worse performance among all the methods with around 0.35 NMI accuracy
at all di↵erent batch setting. MStream shows slightly better performance than Sumblr
with around 0.50 NMI accuracy. The proposed method explicitly uses the word co-
occurrence relation and shows the better performance than the counterpart methods.
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Figure 5.6: The influence of batch number setting on clustering performance
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Figure 5.7: The influence of data size on e ciency performance.
5.3.6 E ciency evaluation
Fig. 5.7 plots the execution speeds on incrementally increasing datasets. All of
the four methods are implemented in Python. All algorithms were run on 1.5GHz
CPU with 64 GB memory. We can see that the execution time cost of the four
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methods are approximately linear increasing changing with the dataset sizes. The
proposed method is apparently faster than the other methods, which has the lowest
complexity than its counterpart methods. MStream shows a better time e ciency
than Sumblr. Among the four methods, DTM has the worst time e ciency. Both
DTM and MStream need to process a text document multiple times. DTM samples
a topic at the word level in each document and MStream samples a topic at the
document level. Hence, MStream is more e cient than DTM. The proposed method
discovers the keyword groups on the word relation network and uses the keyword
groups as the centers to cluster short texts. The time complexity for keyword group
discovery is related to the vocabulary number, which is generally less than the size of
documents. Therefore, the proposed method shows better time e ciency.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed EWNStream, which exploits an evolutionary word
relation network to handle the challenges of clustering short texts in streams. The
word relation network was constructed based on the aggregated word relations from
batches of documents in the short text streams. To capture the content drift of in
short text stream, we dynamically update the word relation network when a new
batch of data arrive. To cluster short texts, we have developed a keyword group
discovery strategy to extract the representative terms for di↵erent topics from the
word relation network and treated the keyword groups as the cluster centers to group
short texts into clusters. In this way, we can avoid the sparsity issues in short text
representation. Extensive experiments on a real-world short text stream dataset show
that our approach can achieve better clustering accuracy and better time e ciency
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for short text streams than several counterpart methods.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The increasing availability of short text corpora, which generated by a large number
of internet users distributed on the world, monitor lots of aspects in human society.
Short text documents from various platforms, such as social media, e-commercial
websites and search engines, have become an indispensable part of people’s daily life
in regards to social communication, online shopping, news digestion and knowledge
querying. It has the practical significance to cluster the huge number of chaotic
short text documents into logically ordered structures, so that exploring, analyzing
and exploiting short text corpora can become more applicable for a broad range of
applications.
The research presented in this thesis provides a series of novel methods that exploit
the power of self-contained word co-occurrence relations at corpus-wide to mitigate
the di culties in short text clustering. We discover core terms based on analyzing
the term co-occurrence patterns in the short text corpora to improve the accuracy
and e ciency for short text clustering. The proposed methods aim at improving the
accuracy and e ciency for short text clustering so that analyzing short text corpora
can become more applicable. Our research consists of three main parts for short text
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clustering. In the first part, we have proposed BDM, which focuses on short text
distance measurement. In the second part, we have proposed TRTD, which handles
short text cluster forming. In the last part, we have proposed EWNStream, which
concentrates on clustering short text streams. The proposed methods cover a wide
range of aspects in short text clustering. Hence, the proposed methods in this thesis
form a systematic framework of key techniques for the task of clustering short texts.
This chapter summarizes the main contributions in this thesis. Several open issues
in short text clustering and future directions for research have also been identified.
6.1 Contributions
In this section, we summarize the main contributions in thesis. They are introduced
separately in the following subsections.
6.1.1 The BDM method for accurate distance measurement
of short texts
We have proposed a context-aware weighted biterms for short text distance measure-
ment (BDM) method. Most of the existing methods for short text distance measure-
ment rely on external knowledge to enrich short text context. The proposed BDM
fully relies on the self-contained word co-occurrence relations and uses the weighed
biterms for short text distance measurement. Based on computing weights for dif-
ferent biterms, the term pairs that have higher weight can be more important and
thus lead to the distance between short texts become more discriminative. BDM
overcomes the sparsity issues of short text by incorporating the corpus-wide word
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co-occurrence. We have evaluated the performance of BDM in various types of clus-
tering methods, the experimental results demonstrate that BDM is more accurate in
measuring short text distance than existing measurements.
6.1.2 The TRTD method for accurate and e cient clustering
of short texts
We have developed a topic representative terms discovery (TRTD) model for short
text clustering. The proposed TRTD does not need to measure the pairwise short
text distance for clustering. TRTD exploits a node-weighted and edge-weighted word
graph to find groups of core terms that are closely bounded with each other as the
topic representative term groups. Though constructing the word relation graph for
the corpus, TRTD also addresses the issues of sparsity and noisy in short text at
the document level. Extensive experiments on real-world datasets show that TRTD
outperforms 7 counterpart methods in terms of accuracy, e↵ectiveness and e ciency.
6.1.3 The EWNStream method for accurate and e cient
clustering of short texts in streams
We have proposed an evolutionary word relation network for clustering short text
streams (EWNStream) method. The existing methods are too computationally ex-
pensive and inaccurate to handle the temporal dynamics and sparsity of short texts in
streams. EWNStream exploits the evolutionary word relation network to handle the
challenges in clustering short text streams. In particular, the word relation network
was constructed based on the aggregated word statistics from batches of documents
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in the short text streams. To capture the dynamic changes of short texts, we update
the word relation network when new batches of data flow in to the stream. To clus-
ter short texts, we have exploited a lightweight strategy which relies on discovering
the keyword groups as the virtual cluster centers for short text grouping. Theoretical
analysis and the experimental results verify the significant advantages of EWNStream
for clustering short text streams.
6.2 Future work
Although the proposed methods in this thesis have addressed three critical issues
in short text clustering, there are still some open problems, which are listed in this
section as extensions of the presented work in the thesis.
6.2.1 Short text distance/similarity measurement using multi-
structured information
In the real world, short text documents are generally accompanied with multi-structured
information, such as emojis, pictures, locations, etc. For example, the social media
users can post short text messages with pictures, location and sentimental symbol
embedded. Therefore, incorporating more structural information may be useful in
determine short text distance/similarity.
6.2.2 Short text streams clustering from multiple data sources
In the real world, there are multiple data sources that may generate the similar topics
in short texts. For example, many users have multiple accounts on di↵erent social
128
media platforms. The users may post similar textual content on di↵erent topics. In
this case, di↵erent platforms may generate similar short text streams. Therefore, it is
necessary to develop short text stream clustering methods that can process text data
streams from multiple sources.
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